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(In the Supreme Court of New South Wales, Coinmerciol
Diuision, 8June1988, GilesJ. ) '

Rent Review: Annual market rental value, premium
long term lease. Issue of whether a valuerfixing a rentfor
purposes of determining annual market rental value of
premises should include a premium over and above the
market rent which could be expected to be paid for a
lease of premises compareble to the demised premises
which lease made provision for regular rent reviews.
Held: Words "annual rent"interpreted as a yearlv figure
rather than as a one-year tenn and that the valuer was
correct in considering the term of the lease, without a
further review (20 years), and reflecting a premium in his
assessment

GIIee J: By lease dated 31 August 1966 the plaintiff
leased from the Colonial Mutual Life Assurance Society
Limited premises at Engadine for the term from I Sep-
tomber 1966 to 31 August 2006 "at the yearly rent
payable and calculated as provided in Clause 2(a) hereof
...". The defendants are assignees of the Colonial Mutual
Life Assurance Society Limited. Ishal! retorto the plaintiff
as the lessee and to the defendants collectively as the
lessor.

By clause 2(a) of the lease the lessee covenanted with
the lessor to pay "an annual rental" calculated and pay-
able as follows:

"I. FIRSTLY an annual rent of $31,740.00 per annum
during the period from the commencement of the term
of this leasetothethirty-firstdayofAugust1986payable
in advance by regular and consecutive quarterly instal-
merits of $7,935.00 each on the first day of the months
of March, June, September and December in each year
during the said period and at that rate for less than a
quarter the first of such instalments or a prorportionate
part thereof to become payable on the first day of
September 1966 calculated to the thinieth day of
November 1966.

11. SECONDLY an annual rent during the residue of
the term of this lease commencing on the first day of
September 1986 of such an amount (not being less
than the rental hereinbefore referred to) as shall be
agreed between the lessor and the lessee in writing to
be the annual marketrentalvalue of the demised prem-
ises at such last mentioned date or in the event of the
parties failing to reach agreement prior to the said date
an annual rent being the annual marketrental value of
the demised premises as determined at the joint cost of
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'the'pia'~mes-by a qualified valuerto'be appointed by the
President or other principal officer forthe time bein of
the Commonwealth Institute of Valuers (orshould such
institute then have ceased to exist of such bod or
association asthenservessubstantially the same objects
as such institute). AND such annual rent as agreed or
detennined asaforesaidshallbe payable in advance b
regular and consecutive quarterly instalments in the
same manner and on the same days as the rentfirstly
above reserved. "

There beingnoagreementupon the annual rentforthe
periodcommencing Iseptember1986, MrD. B. Kingwas
appointed to make the determination for which this pro-
vision calls. Ishallrefer to him as the valuer. By a written
report dated 21 July 1987 the valuer determined "the
annual market rental value of the premises ... for a tenn
of twenty (20) years from 1st September, 1986" at
$375,000 per annum.

In these proceedings the lessee seeks a declaration that
it is not bound by that determination.

In paragraph 110fthe points of claim the lessee asserted:
In fixing the rent referred to in the preceding pare-

graph, the valuer determined that such rent should
include a premium over and above the market rent
which could be expected to be paid for a lease of
premises compareble to the demised premises which
lease made provision for regular rent reviews. "

This paragraph was admitted by the lessor, It was
intended to reflect the relevant aspect of the determina-
tion, the lessee contending that the valuer was not entitied
to determine the annual rent by the inclusion of the pre-
inium referred to.

The determination is a document of 21 pages broken
up into four parts, plus two appendices.

It is plain that the valuer received submissions from
valuers representing the lessor and the lessee, and in Part
3 there are rioted aspects of these submissions together
with the comments of the valuer thereon. One of the
submissions recorded is that of the lessor that in deter
mining the rent of the premises for the purposes of a
review for the residue team of 20 years regard must be
had to the duration of the period for which the rentis to
be determined, a submission with which the valuer notes
his concurrence. Another of the submissions recorded is
that of the lessee described as a "detailed submission with
enclosures including a rental calculation method involving
an arbitrary basis of assessing a premium 'forthe factthere
are no rent reviews for 20 years', and adding this to an
amountrepresenting the current market rent assuming 'a
normal review period"'.

Part 4 of the determination deals with the basis of
THEVALUER
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determination and the determination itself and includes
the statement:

"In my deliberations I have been conscious of the facts
that my determination has to be made at a sum which:

a) will not adversely affect the viabinty of the lessee's
business and cause it to perhaps operate at a loss for
an unreasonable length of time; albeitthat we are all
no doubt aware of examples of supermarkets of all
persuasions which sometimes operate at a loss -
particularly in the early years of trading of a new
store

\
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b) will reflect a premium rental over and above market,
tfor$^;!!^;!!I$!$;^.;49W, p. !^^94 and conchtiq!Is, but

stances might arise prior to the end of the twenty
year review period which could result in offer and
acceptance of a surrender of the lease to the mutual
benefit of both lessor and lessee. Assessment of an
inadequate premium rental would disadvantage the
lessor in the long term whereas assessment of an
excessive premium rental could disadvantage the
lessee in the eventofan early surrender of the lease. "

'-;*},,*-...,,,,.,,,. _. .. ..... .satisfied that ithad. On appeal to the PrivyCoundl(A

-^.,;^^^I!^:^t$1^;^{^^^.^.,{t^*^,,^ %^,^:^!^""""""""""'&:Rt^^.*. ;^^.*,,,.;.$:'.. I;^I^;t^'~56119 t^ 'd^^^!^^lit^by^^;In^^f6tihdoomi^t^to"

ifever, comply with the termsoftheagreementbetween
the parties. But a valuation which is the result of the
mistaken application of the principles of valuation may
snube made in accordance with the terms of the agree-
merit In each case the critical question must always be:
was the valuation made in accordance with the terms
of a contract? If it is, it is nothing to the point that the
valuation may have proceeded on the basis of erroror
that it constitutes a gross over or under value. Nor is it
relevant that the valuer has taken into consideration
matters which he should not have taken into account
or has jailed to take into account matters which he
should have taken into account. The question is not
whether there is an error in the discretionary judgment
of the valuer. It is whether the valuation complies with
the terms of the contract"

MahoneyJA in the same case was of the view that the
valuer had not made a mistake of the kind alleged against
him, and found it unnecessary to express a view on
whether, hadtherebeenamistake, it would haverendered
the determination ineffective. PriestIey JA asked whether
the lessee had shown that the valuation "did not comply
with the agreement in the lease" (at 324) and was not

not binding upon it MCHugh JA distinguished (at 3311
between a mistake involving departure from the question
referred to the valuer and a mistake as to the process of
valuation. After a review of the authorities upon when a
mistake would invalidate a valuation, his Honour said (at
335-6):

"In my opinion the question whether a valuation is
binding upon the parties depends in the first instance
upon the terms of the contract, express orimplied. This
was pointed out by Sir David Cairns in the Court of
Appeal in BobervKenwoodMonujoduringCOLtd (at
181). A valuation obtained by fraud or collusion can
usually be disregarded even in an action at law. Form
a case of fraud or collusion the correct conclusion to be
drawn will almost certainly be that there has been no

Iuation in accordance with the terms of the contract
,. s Sir David Cairns pointed out, it is easy to imply a
termthatavaluation must be made honestly andimpar-
hally. It will be difficult, and usually impossible, however,
to imply a term that a valuation can be set aside on the
ground of the valuer's mistake or becausethe valuation
is unreasonable. The terms of the contract usually pro.
vide, as the lease in the present case does, that the
decision of the valueris 'final andbindingon the parties'.
By referring the decision to a valuer, the parties agree
to accept his honest and impartial decision as to the
appropriate amount of the valuation. They rely on his
skill and judgment and agree to be bound by his deci-
sion. It is now settled that an action for damages for
negligence will lie against a valuer to whom the parties
have referred the question of valuation if one of them
suffers lossas a result of his negligentvaluation: Sutcljffe
v Thockroh (1974) AC 727;Arensonv. Arenson (1977)
AC 405. But as between the parties to the main agree-
meritthe valuation can stand even though it was made
negiigentiy. While mistake or error on the part of the
valuer is not by itself sufficient to invalidate the decision
or the certificate of valuation, nevertheless, the mistake
may be of a kind which shows that the valuation is not
in accordance with the contract. A mistake concerning
the identity of the oremises to be valued could seldom

which might justify interference by the court with the
valuation of an expert.

The lessee submitted that the determination was not
madein accordancewithclause2(ajilofthelease because
in incorporating the premium the valuerwas notassessing
the annual market rental value of the premises as at I
September 1986. (Althoughthewords"asatlSeptember
1986" appearing in that dause qualify only the annual
marketrentalvalue to be agreed, there must also be read
into the annual market rental value to .be determined a
like qualifying phrase. )In supportofthis submission it was
said that:

(a)the valuer, by incorporating the premium, was altering
the bargain of the parties, they having agreed upon a lease
with one rent review only after 20 years and the valuer
giving to the lessorthe additional benefit of the equivalent
of a lease with a number of successive rentreviews during
the second 20 years;

(b)the function of a rentreview clause such as that under
consideration is to adjustthe base rent for inflation to the
date of review, not to incorporate a premium for arithi-
pated inflation for which the parties have deliberately
chosen not to provide;

(c)the lease being a commercial lease, the parties are not
to be taken as having intended to permit the valuer to
indulge in what was said to be speculation in attempting,
for the purpose of arriving at a premium, to predict rates
of inflation for 20 years.

The firststep must be to establish whatthe lease requires
to be valued. Clause 2(a)11 says it is the annual market
rental value of the demised premises. Butthat cannot be
enough to identify that for which the contract embodied
in the lease calls, since rent may vary according to the
length of theterm and other conditions of the lease. The
valuer must have to determine the annual market rental
value of the premises if let on the conditions of the lease
and, in my view, forthe termof20years from Iseptember
1986
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for a renewed term at such rental as
"... sham be agreed upon by the landlord and the tenant
and failing agreement as to the fair open market value
two months before the expiration of the said term such
fair open market value shall be deterrnined by two
valuers .... "
Forthe lessee it was contended that the rental should

bedeterminedasfora leaseofthepremises upon present
day normal and usual coinmerdal tenns without regard
to the factthatthe renewal of the lease was for a tenn of
15 years withoutprovision fortentalreview. Forthe lessor
it was contended that what was required was a deterrni-
nation of the fair open market value of the rental of the
premises as for a lease of the premises upon the terms
contained in the lease including the term that the renewal
of leasewasfor15yearswithoutprovisionofrentalreview.
Beach J said:

"It would seem to me that what the parties have really
sought to do in this case is to raise two quite separate
and distinct matters for determination by the court
In the firstplacetheyaskthecourttodetenninewhether
or riot the valuer or valuers appointed by the parties
should have regard to the fact that the renewal of the
lease is for a terrn of 15 years when determining the
rental to be paid by Capel in respect of the subject
premises. In the second place they ask the court to
determine whether or not it is valid for the valuer, or

PROFESSIONALLAWOFREALESTATE

the lessee is tied to the premises and may encounter
difficulties in the future if, for economic reasons, he
wishes to expand or contract his business operations.
Again, iflmay adaptthe words of the Court of Appeal

'*,. . ... I. ,-.. ,."..

supportthe construction that the fairopen marketvaiue
of the rental of the premises should be determined
withoutreference to the duration of the tenancy. There
are no such words in clause 400(a) of the lease and
accordingly I am of the opinion that the fact that the
lease is for a term of 15 years is a matter which must
be taken into account by the valuers in determining the
appropriate rental. "

In the present case I cannot see any words in clause
2(alllof the lease (or elsewhere in the lease) whereby the
annual market rental value is to be determined without
referencetothelengihoftheterm. Idonotseeanyrelevant
difference between "fair open marketvalue of the rental"
and "annual market rental value": the word "annual"
seems to me to connote the expression of the market
rental value as a yearly figure rather than the expression
of a marketrentalvalue for a one yearterm, and contem-
plates a term extending beyond a year. In this regard the
word "annual" qualifying the word "rent" in clause 2(a)
is clearly used in the sense of a yearly figure rather than
for a one yearterm and Isee no reason to give it different
meaning when qualifying "market rental value".

The phrase "at such last mentioned date" does not
require that the length of the term be ignored, doing no
more than direct the valuer to make his determination on
the assumption of a prospective lessor and lessee striking
a bargain on I September 1986. Since the determination
may riot be made for some timeafter l September 1986,
factors relevant to the determination but arising after I
September 1986 are to be ignored (except, no doubt, to
the extent to which they would have been foreseen as at
I September 1986).

valuers, to have regard to future inflation when arriving
at that determination.

The conclusion I have arrived at, in so I^r as the first
aspect of the matter is concerned, is that in determining
the fair open market value of the rental of the subject
premises it is the duty of the valuer, orvaluers, to have
regard to the factthatthe lease of the premises is for a

,,,, , ,,,,., i, -*. H I
be the fair open market value of the premises if it is
fixed without any regard to the duration and conditions

If one was auctioning the lease of the premises, I have
little doubt that the first question prospective buyers

of the tenancy?'

would ask is 'What is the term of the lease?' Clearly
that would beanimportantconsiderationindetermining
the market value of the lease.

To attemptto fixthe fairopen marketvalue of the rental
of the premises withoutregard to the term of the lease
would betoignoreafactorwhich must haveasignificant
bearing on the rental a prospective lessee would be
prepared to pay for the premises.
I have little doubt that if the owner of city premises
offered to let a floor of his building for a term of one
year only, with no provision for renewal, he would not
obtain as high a rental for that floor as ^e would if he
was prepared to letitfor, say, threeyearswith an option
for a further period of three years. A lease of a floor in
a city building for one year only would be a far less
attractive proposition to the businessman who wished
to set up his business in the city, than a lease of that
same floor for a period of three years with an option
for a further period of three years'
At the other end of the scale, however, a lease for a
period of 15 or even 20 years may, in some respects,
be less attractive than a lease for a shorter period of
time with options for renewal, in that in the former case
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to by Beach J, concerned the regafd to~be had'in deter-
mining rent under a rent review clause to the terms and
conditions of the lease. In both it was held that regard had
to be had to the duration and conditions of the tenancy.

In re Lurid's Lease the lease required the valuer to
exclude from consideration improvements on the land
"and estimate the then annual value of the land only". It
was contended for the lessor that the rental payable for
the last period of 10 years was the fair annual value for
the land only at the commencement of the period of 10
years, apart altogether from the fact that there were 10
years of the lease left That argument was rejected. it being
said that the valuer had to ascertain what a prudentlessee
would give as ground rent for a lease for the specified
term and subject to the specified conditions

In re Brechin Dropery Importing Co Ltd, the trial judge
had considered that the requirement that the determina-
tion be of"the fairand reasonable rentofthe said premises
calculated on the basis of the unimproved values of the
said lands" meant that no regard should be had to the
duration and conditions of the tenancy, but it was held
on appealthat thosewordsonlymeantthatimprovements
should be disregarded. It was said (at 248) that:

" , the duty of the arbitrotors or umpire is to ascertain
what a prudentlessee would give as a ground rentfor

THEVALUER
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a lease of the land forthe term of 14 years without any
buildings or improvements thereon, and subject to the
obligations imposed on the lessee, including the obli-
gation of remaining the tenant thereof for two further
periods of 14 years, and the obligations of leaving on
the land any buildings and improvements erected by
the lessee".

In the presentcase the valuerhadtoarrive at the annual
marketrentalvalue forthe premises for a term of 20 years
withoutrentreview. As a matter ofprindpie, a prospective
lessor for such a term could welllook to receive a rent
which would reflectanticipated inflation. Overthe20 year '
term many matters could operate to affect the lessor and
the lessee: some are referred to by Beach J, and others
which can be instanced are the effect of development in
the area and possible dilapidation of the premises ortheir
becoming "dated"for use asa retailout!et. Some of these
matters will operate adversely to the lessor, others adver-
SIey to the lessee, and each may take them into account
in deciding whatrent he wishes to receive, or is prepared
to pay, as annual rent over a 20 yeartenn.

Referring, as the valuer did in the statement from Part
4 "the determination which I have set out above, to a
PI. .turn rental is to my mind no more than a way of
refertingtoawayofaccommodatingone of such matters.
Alessorfora20yeartennwithrentreviewsmayantidpate
receiving rental of periodically increasing annual amounts,
with a given total overthe 20 years. A lessorfor a 20 year
term without rent reviews may anticipate receiving a like
total amount over the 20 years, but because it must be
received by equal annual amounts the initial(and con-
stant) annual amountwillbe greater than the initial annual
amount where there are rent reviews. As the statement
makes clear, this is only one matter of which the valuer
was conscious: he was also conscious of, at least, the
impact of consensual surrender of the lease prior to the
expiry of the 20 years. That, no doubt, is why the valuer
said that the determination should "reflect" a premium
rental rather than (as paragraph U of the points of claim
says) "include a premium". It is also why the comparison
which the valuermakesiswith marketrentfora "normal"
review period and conditions (i. e. for a period of one to
five years: see p. 15 of the determination) and not a lease
fo, term of 20 years with regular rent reviews (as par
agiu*Ih 11 of the points of claim seems to say). In these
respects I am of the view that paragraph 11 of the points
of claim does notaccuratelyreflectthe determination, and
I consider that notwithstanding its admission by the lessor
Ishould proceed by reference to the determination itself.

It follows that as a matter of principle the valuer did riot
depart from the terms of the contract in arriving at his
detemiination. Whether or not he was right in his appre-
ciationofthe needfor, oramountof, the "premium rental"
which his determination should reflectisanotherquestion,
but one with which the court is riot concerned. If he was
not right, he made a mistake in the process of valuation
only, to use the language of MCHugh JA in Legol &
GenerolLjfe o1Austrolio LtdvA. Hudson PtyLtd. Beach
J in Copel Seruices Ltd dealt with the second question
which he had identified in like manner:

"Iturn then to the second matter which seems to me
to be in issue between the parties, namely whether or
notthe valuer or valuers should have regard to future
inflation when making this determination.
In my view this is a matter upon which the court should
not express an opinion. I say that for this reason. By

JANUARY 1989
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clause 4(ii)(a) of the lease the parties have bestowed
upon the valuerorvaluers the obligation ofdetennining
the fair open market value of the rental of the premises.
In such circumstances ms not appropriate for this court
to delineate the matters which the valuer or valuers

should take into account To dosowould be to trespass
on the valuer's or valuers' territory. "

It is necessary, however, to refer to two decisions cited
by the lessee

in Iseqr, v. Bli^antiq983):::3, Nl'ER .662;andption-. i8
Tene\&'jilt6\, idt^af6*'atollfi"aid rent to be adj'tied between
the parties hereto or in default of agreement at a rent to
be determined by a single arbitrator. .." One of the ques-
tionswhichTudorEvansJ wascalled upon to answer was

"(d) whether, having regard to the fact that a twenty
one year lease withoutfurther rent reviews during the
currency of the term was provided for by clause 3(2)
of the lease, a premium to take into accountantidpated
inflation during the currency of the term should be built
into the new rent and, if so, whether it should be
assessed at the levelof the premium applicable in 1961
which should then be converted into a premium and
applied to the current rental value or whether the per-
centage should be assessed by reference to the current
market conditions at the date of renewal. "

His Lordship answered this question by stating that a
premium was not to be added to take into account arith-
ipated inflation during the currency of the new term. He
recorded the argument of counselfor the lessor that a
premium should be applied to take account of the fact
that in the new lease for 21 years there was no provision
for a rentreview, that being necessary to protect the lessor
from inflation over the period of the new lease, and the
argument of counselforthe lessee that that would in effect
be permitting the building in of provision for rent review
into a lease to provide a guarantee of future inflation of
an amount which, in the nature of events, could only be
pure speculation. He referred to N!itionol Westminster
Bonk Ltd v BSC Footwear Ltd (1980) 42 P & CR 90,
where it was held that a power to determine "the then
prevailing market rent" did notinclude a power to direct
that it should be periodically reviewed, and said of the
lessor.

"They are seeking to introduce the effectofa rentreview
clause into a lease which makes no such provision. It
seems to me that the concluding observations of Tern-
pieman U about the impossiblity of taking back what
the predecessors in title have given away are apposite
here. Moveover, I think that there is great force in the
contention of counsel for the tenant that the whole
process of making a calculation and building in a per-
centage for the effect of inflation on rents is entirely
speculative both as to the continuation of inflation and
as to the rates which might prevail from time to time. "

The observations of Templeman LJ (with which
O'Connorand Lawton LAIJ agreed) Notiono1Westminster
Bonk Ltd v BSC Footweor Ltd to which his Lordship
referred were set out by him (at 672) in the following
terms:

"In my judgment, the arbitrator has no power to intro-
duce any variations between the original lease and the
renewed lease. The arbitrator must detemiine the rent,
and only the rent, and for this purpose he must deter-
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mine the prevailing market rent , The result of that
declaration Iby the judge at first instancel is to confer
on the arbitrator a discretion to decline to determine
the rent payable under the renewed lease for 21 sears,
but only to determine the rentfor a period of three or
five years, or some other period which he is free to
choose, having heardindeterrninateevidence;andthen
he has power to direct that subsequent rent for sub-
sequentpartsoftheterrnof21yearsshallbedetermined
by such persons, at such intervals and by such
machinery, as the arbitrator may think fit to draft and
award. Whatis said is that ifthe arbitrator fixes the rent
at the beginning of 21 years forthe whole period, then
the landlord is in danger of not getting the fruits of
inflation which he mightotherwisegetiftherewererent
review clauses. But whatthe landlords predecessors in
title gaveawaytheselandlordscanhotnowtake back
What Templeman 141 said was in a different context to

the present, and therecan be noquarre!with the decision
in Notional WestminsterBonkLtdvBSCFootweorLtd.
But it does notfollow from a refusal to give "the fruits of
inflation" by provision for rent review that it is impennis-
sible to reflect in the assessment of the prevailing market
Tent the then perception of the market as to possible
inflation and its effecton rents. The former would provide
amoreorlessaccurate meansofkeepingupwith inflation
(depending on the formula adopted); the latter might or
might not achieve the same end result, dependent as it
would be upon the correctness of the perception of the
market Ido notread the judgment of Templeman U as
excluding whatever allowancebeproperintheassessment
of the prevailing market rental for anticipated inflation,
and his Lordship (at 95-6) described the task of the atbi-
hator as "to reconsider the figure '21250' in the original
lease and to insert the figure which he thinks proper,
having regard to market rents".

WheninLeorvBlizzord, TudorEvansJfoundassistance
in the observations of Templeman L, I, it seems to me,

witresp 11.1tmabethat
his Lordship was distracted by the way the argument for
the lessor was put. in terms of a premium or percentage
uplift over "market value" (671); that way of putting the
argumentstarts with a market value and adds a premium,
when in the view that Itake the correct position is that the
market value may itself reflect a premium.

The other consideration affecting his Lordship, being
the speculative proCCess of "making a calculation and
building in a percentage for the effects of inflation on
rents" I refer to below in dealing SIiedfically with the
lessee'satguments. avingca V dh"
decision on this point.

I note that in Copel Seruices Ltd v Legal & Generol
Assurance Society Ltd Beach J refers at length to Leorv
Bli^ord without express comment thereon. While his
Honour observed that the assessment of inflationary
trends in the future could be nothing more than specu-
Iation and that"there is no reason forthinking it is Ia taskl
within the capacity of the real estate valuers", as appears
from the passages which Ihave earnersetout, he declined
to trespass on the valuer's territory by saying whether or
not he should have regard to future inflation in making
his determination. Ifind in this tacit disagreement with the
decision in Leor v 81izzord.
Dane 286

ITetum then to the lessee's submissions. I have already
set out my view of the effect of the direction to assess the
annual marketrental value of the premises as at I Sep-
tomber1986. Irefertotheargumentsbythesamelettered
paragraphs by which leather identified them.

(all do riot think that reflecting a premium alters the
bargain of the parties, as for the reasons given in consid-
elmg Notional Westminster Bunk Ltd v BSC Footwear
Ud and Leor v Blizzard it does riot amount to rewriting
the lease to provide for rent reviews but does no more
than give effect to the existing agreement of the parties
upon annual marketrentalvalue.

(b)lain unable to acceptthatthe function of a rentreview
dause is necessarily limited in the manner submitted by
the lessee. Its function depends primarily upon its terms,
but Isee no reason why itshould notenable regardto be
had to antidpated future inflation, to the extentthatthat
is part of fixing a market rent To say that the present
parties deliberately chose riot to provide for antidpated
future inflation begs the question. I see nothing in the
agreement foilease which ladmitted subjectto objection
which assists (or hinders) the lessee's submission.

,

(c)In support of the submission that the prediction of
inflation was. speculative. the. lessee. referred I^I^:,,6661/4^'it;4ina^cowas. sPe .""tjjS^I"'
j^!tie6i;to, ^it^. d antijn:C^51^I Sentce^ Ltd v Legol&i^
Geneml*Ass"'hana, ClanH6ii, ever; the parties entrusted<,
to thereluerthedetenninationoftheannualmarketrental "
value, indudingwhateverprediction of inflation (or, more
correctly, assessment of the markets perception of the
effect on rents of future inflation) might be involved
therein. Whatever difficulty there may be in that taskdoes
not mean that it was riot open to the valuerto undertake

Forthe foregoing reasons Ido riotthink that the valuer
departed from the terms of the contract embodied in the
leaseinainvingathisdetennination. The summonsshould

it

be dismissed with costs.
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DECISIONS

The summaries appearing before the courtdectstonspubltshedin The Valuerdo notform
part of the judges' and assessors' decisions and oreprovided only as a briefsummary of
the reported cases. Members are urged not to rely on these summaries for a complete
synopsis, but to read the judgments in full-

Wrong determination of marketrent by valuer
dingly. The lessee sought a declaration from the courtThe following summary of MorecentNewSouth Wales
that the valuation was erroneous and therefore notSupreme Courtdecisions is reprinted from the Property

Law Newsletter, June 7990. published by Heriry Davis
York, solidtois. The first case is published hereunder;
the second will be included in the February 1991
Valuer.

Two recent decisions by single judges of the New
South Wales Supreme Court illustrate problems that
can arise on the determination of current market rent
under rent review clauses in commercial leases, .......

In, ,. the, ,first case " ""~"S"":^^"'648qOk$.... ply'!'
^if6ifiiS6^"'Wet^*!eased to the lessee'~for use as a
bookshop. The lease provided that the premises could
not be used for any other purpose withouttbe lessor's

The lease contained a standard marketreview clause
which provided that ifthe parties could not agree on the
market rent at two yearly intervals, the determination
would be made by a qualified valuer acting as an expert
and that the valuer's decision would be final and
binding. The valuer was required by the lease to have
regard to the terms, covenants and conditions of the
lease including the restrictive use clause.

Before determining the rent, the valuer sought legal
advice as to whether he should disregard the restrictive
user clause and simply determine the rentthat could be
obtained from a hypothetical willing lessee. The valuer
was wrongly advised that he should disregard the
restrictive user clause and determined the rent accor-

consent.

bindingontheparties. ,

;^"!LID^^';^, as^.\!^j!^j^^.^ega, ^$;a vice reg^rdi. g9 t e use O t^e 9:1^I^CS^^^.t^^'nCO!re^;**jh^'^"et9!""'!.""^""'^;""'"""^;""-'is^;^^.^;!^;^^^^.^ii^I^^flat^^*^;.^.!!!exhat-'/@^'tiled:the .. setting aside*Of. --{^elag, terminal6h:.;,-., , .,.RF*,?FF. .,,.,,..,..,,...,, ..

4/4yb!Iue).:^^;'Ljm!ted, ;;-:!6^:!^;;:17yec. !,/mited, .a!^:;!came .-._.-...--~. ..-~,,,, . it'"*, .-. .,.'

'*befd^'the'eduft'a^alesulf of one party 10 a lease being

I, -^^-9, ^!;^^"n. Qt;$!I;^^:^.a e*.^ muff^^}1:1^:^^.'^6/1/'11 ,I:^'a, "...'13. ~.".,", ,,*,. . .. .,., ._... _ ....,

'*^-^^i
'4;, .,,.*91 I, ^, " "'#!'-..*'

,. ..;. e:. ex ert's $;::ISI^6^!;b Ina'~":8,161^in^g, $*. . .+,,..",,.*,",..,.,.,".\ ' .:

I^rigifi'^;^;I^^^6tt'SIT^fine^18^, icyfa^7161^^'^%
eela61i^^^I. ^^art

^^6^;:;^116^^6a;It;^^6616:b^,
:^of on ifFn^gl^ence'agaihst the 'valu^:;;\' ,

dissatisfied with the decision of an expert valuer
appointed under the terms of the rent review clause in
the lease.

The facts are reasonably complicated. However, the
dispute once again arose out of the assumptions made
by the valuer in arriving at his determination.

(In the Supreme Court of New South Wales, Equity
- Ivision, 45:;February 1990, 81yson J. )

* . hese proceedings relate to rent review
'PTOvi^ohs in a lease of commercial premises, where a
purported valuation is affected by error.

Shop P24 in the Mid-City Centre, Pitt Street, Sydney,
is occupied by the plaintiff as a bookshop under lease X
1035/9 dated 26 March 1987 and registered on 30
September 1987 which grants a term of six years
commencing on I October 1986. In the lease the
plaintiff is lessee and the defendant, under a former
name, is lessor. The lease incorporated some of the
terms in memorandum T177415. although there were

HornitzGrahame Books Pty Ltd

Mid-CityCentre Pty Ltd
modifications. Clause 8.01 was so incorporated and it

if*,*,,:i's^31^!^, 41n^-^^'-$j^'*^a^:ish^11'ribt Use'the{
demised premises or any part thereof or permitthe
same to be used for any purpose other than as set
out in Item 14 of the Reference Schedule hereto
without the consent in writing of the Lessor first had
and obtained which consent may be granted or
refused or granted subject to conditions at the
absolute iscretion of the Lessor. ..'

, , .-f the Reference Schedule said "Permitted
Use'"61 Demised Premises: Retail Sale of Books and
other items ordinarily stocked by bookshops".
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I^eruE!.!and!!. inari^*94Cll\ ip, to, ^;!ease. ^;I^d^^;3/10/36f:$! and by a process which did not exactly accord with the
^^;$fitj^^6j;ifi^uni4i^$5"$5f6il^.^,;:::;!,,,,., ay, ,.*,,,,.*,..*,*,*,,.,. ''''' '1":'^' "^:,'^;;; ':ff:^^,'^^! ^;;:,, R. D..,.., ,,,, .,, ..*fat*. t=7. ,,?, say;?.*;$,,*;"*\*;*$',:" accepted before me was effective, Mr Valuer R. D.^** '^$" 'I* ' '. "'*'tee^;^!!^!I^^^.^#^ith\*:.. agCepted be Ore, ;"' y",, or, ha I, ,, 00, f. lads'

'tI'*;.. s _,' I. a;.. gay I, eIn'. I '.' 3.05., ,.*'e"e--,., .. ,

. ,~; ~ 1:1. "'I:^"""" "' ~ *""""' referring to his appointment andtoclause3.05hesaid
"'Ifthe term of this Lease is in excess of two (2) years 1988 in the sum of $595,000 per annum gross ..." He
from the date hereofthen during the Six (6) months referred to the lessee's respp_r!sibi!ity. ,for. .increases in. - "
(herein called the 'review period')immediately Pre~ qutgqjp, gs. .and. _wenton:":t!i^*,!1616fl!^!j:^!jointth6tef01et;:$
during the termhereof, the Lessorshallbeentitledto 'urn^. j.,, .;,..^$9:^;^:trigt)tai. " ~

minimumannualrentforthenextsucceedjngtwo(^) for increases in Outgoings e e er in w IC

;re^^. I*i'^Id6;61jfi^' ' '.' "! B dtd2J 1989the!aintiffclai;re^^. I*i'^Id6;61jfi^' '.' "! B dtd2J 1989the!aintiffclaimsaht;'a^':B^i^een*a^"film " es$ .. @^^;;^. e. '! By summonsdated2June1989thep!aintiffclaimsa"I^fit^89M .**.." .:;:' OSS6ssi0. " @*@:' 18!^;if^^, declaration that Mr Higgins' valuation dated 14 Febru-d ;.'.* .":- I, .a fibdi^b ,^'$' ; e"' d! ary1989inpurported exerciseofafunction under the

10 n *^:Ibi^'-@ ,' e:to '~. if^^ti^lite; versation with Mr Higgins I. appears, that*it. .is-riot
*. 14;.,!!4/@,,@,^a;i,^!*@.i, .-'*;:^!a$' -^!spy!94. *!hat, ,Mr, .Uigg!OSI, ,,, q;^!g^^^!^";;pi;61;tqf, the. .I^^;;'6"'^;;did^i^;a'";;bin6sighificantwords. a'^^!^^!j^^$^^;:^j\it^6j. .15n^isregarded:-'If;:viaSIah, under-I

by ase and as modified is in these term'. d. ff entrentajvajuewouidbe .roduced, having regard
"The Lessee within aperiod of twenty-One (21) days to. in. ^!^ej. conditions, f '^^'if6^;Inbij6'if;6h*Us^. ninere;as;
iveawrittennoticetotheLessorstatingthatthe 'ecj^'a ' "
Lesseedoesnotagreethattheamountnominated by "
the Lessoris the currentannualopen marketrent. If The plaintifftendered a body of evidence relating to
the Lessee does riot give the said notice within the Mr Higgins' underlying reasoning to the admission of
time and in the manner referred to in this, Leasethen which the defendant's counselobjected. ladmitted this

.-.,;j*I"" ""I~'~'^^.$;' ..,,.* " b dt thtl Id tb
^. ^; themainquestionsinthecase. Passagesdealtinthisseterms: "

way were paras 12 to 16 of Mr S. G. Hill's affidavit of 12
"If the Lessee gives the notice referred to in the Jul 1989, para 2 of his affidavit of 2 August1989 and
preceding Clausethenthequestionshallbereferred Annexure G to that affidavit, and Exhibit C. The
for the decision of a qualified valuerto be agreed passages under objection are not otherwise conten.
uponbytheLessorandtheLesseeor(in the eventOf Ijous, and if admitted I would find the facts in
failure so to agree)to a qualified valuer selected by accordance with them-
the Lessee from a panel nominated by the Lessor of

within fourteen (14) days alerthe panel has been ^^^I^in;;'^^^';a^!'^;^^;^it^^;t^^'rl^^;'^;'$""'a^-"^^j;^, I'
the principal officer for the time being O ' f' b me minakjn in valuation". MrHilichallen edthiSAustralian Institute of Valuers (or should such Instj. by me in making my valuation". Mr Hillchallenged thi

association as then serves Substantially the Same ,, b tt objection. MrHj instoldMrHill:"Bearin inobjects as such Institute) acting as an expert and not SubjecttoOb;?orion. MrHigginstod r I:" earing inobjects as such Institute) acting as an expert an .q' ,i, d the advice which I have received, I am now in a
valuer(Ihcludinganydecisibn as to the costsofsuch Position to determine the rent. ..,,
determination) shall accordnglybe fthalandbihding In another conver$^tion Mr Hillasked Mr Higgins to
on the parties to this Lease. " putwordsinthedecisionstatingthathehadbasedthe
Onceagainlhaveemphasisedsomesignificant ,

words.
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valuation. Mr Higgins said:"lain not prepared to do a valuation exercise. In3^@1:53'a'^;^find^nyc?s^'the
speaking valuation because litigation invariably arises if appellant's arguments'Seems to have taken this POSi-
you do. I am an expert and my decision will be tion as an assumed starting point and to have de-
binding. " He also said: "I have had legal advice and veloped its position from there to a conclusion which
haveto relyon it in the absenceofanythingelse. The the terms of its lease would riot support. ..,

"2^;;""^; ^i;11:'\^';::'p^;u^^^'::';I:;:;:: '^::'^;p. :I. c:minerclan*^j^^:!:I^*'^i'"":;^!^'"^^^^
evidence on which lain basing my figures relates to I. 6'fail6i^;:list^it'^anti6blti6^:lift"66e^din^^;0 ^

am co ^,, , *^, oman. , chum *ha ^", mm ^ mm -'d^^ision. .:. I. ^^e, ,^. qrt*Of:'Apnea^,.:I" I*:I^:;;^^@,., -communicated by him to anybody;its contentsseem to j^QinpahyLidy;, Cons@meISASsoqi^te tail^'northl!I;-,
show that it was prepared by him to record his thoughts a basis forthe advice which the solicitors founded on it,
as he worked on his valuation. It includes this state~ nothwithstanding similarities which can be perceived in
merit: .. ,*,. tthetermsofthedocumentsunderconsiderationthere

jigeyE6^^ladvice"Concludesthatthis us '.. 6 at*; ' hhhC rtf
"the current anhUdl'open market rental Value of the Appeal resolved in a. matter w j
demised premises based on a lease between a Was Correct but w to was cosey reae
willing lessorandawillinglesseegrantedwithvacant Unsatisfactory terms o a ocume
possessionandtakingnoaccountofanygoodwjjj Templeman, t en empeman , es ,,,
antibutable to the demised premises by reason of Pungent Phrases, as "roug y siC e oge ".

PROFESSIONALLAWOFREALESTATE

any trade or business carried on therein by the
lessee and in all other respect (except as to rent
payable) on the terms, covenants and conditions of
the lease. "

In the letter of advice Messrs Moore and Bevins
referred to the decision of the Court of Appeal of New

, ' .^,, ?*.-.. t .*t. ,*,,'.,-:,$a. -."--,,;,:.,;*'!*-, j
boriclusion reached there. They said:

"However, the rent review clause in the Bums Philp
Hardware case and the UK authority supp6rting that
view differ from the clause now in question since this
lease requires a determination of the rental based on
a lease granted with vacant possession and having
no regard to the goodwill of the business carried on. "

"The solicitors regarded the lease considered in . ei
$1^iwLandCompanyLtdv. ConsumersAssociatio d'{
'(Y980) 253 Estates Gazette Law Reports 617 as similar,
almost identical to the relevant parts of clause 3.03.

11/7'.t;'dins Pimp Hardware Ltdv: Honerd Chia Ptyj;td
(1987) 8 NSWLR 642, a rentreview clause required the
assessment of a market rent - "the then current
annual market rent of the premises". It was accepted
by the Court of Appeal and so far as appears was not
disputed by a party that in determining the current
annual market rent, it should be assumed that the
property was to be leased on the market on the terms of
the lease between the existing parties, which included
a term whereby the lessee could not use the premises
otherwise than as a hardware store withoutthe lessor's
consent. Mahoney JA said at 644:

"Therefore, in my opinion, what is referred to by the
review clause is whatthe relevant prospective lessee
would pay forthe lease of the premises on the terms
of and for the term remaining for the lease in
question. "

PriestIey JA at 659 addressed a question of alleged
waiver by the lessor on a basis which shows that it was
assumed that in the absence of waiver the restriction on
user was to be taken into account

The lease in that case contained a definition of
market rent as

"the yearly rent at which the demised premises, fully
repaired in accordance with the provisions of the
lease, might reasonably be expected to be let in the
open market with vacant possession by a willing
lessor for the then remainder of the term thereby
granted withouttaking a premium, and subject to the
provisions of the lease other than the rent thereby
reserved, there being disregarded any of the tenant's
goodwill and any of the tenant's improvements. " (p.
61n

There is a fairly gross anomaly between these express-
ions and another covenant by which

"... the tenants covenanted not without the prior
written consent of the landlord to use or permit the
demised premises or any part thereof to be used
other than as offices of the Consumers' Association

and its associated organisations. "
As there could be no open market and there could
hardly be any market at alit this restriction had to be
assumed to be in effectthe Court of Appeal treated the
restriction on user as relating not to the Consumers'
Association but to the hypothetical tenant to whom the
premises were to be let in the open market for the
purpose of the valuation exercise

In relation to the difficult document before the Court
of Appeal this conclusion commands respect; but it is

I see these judgments as providing a valuable I^gVinS to Mr HiggiO, ^,;^a^, g;Lg. 09.9, q. S. ^Q. d the. .. 901rgCt, ,

illu^tatjon r^ther, ^an, ,an; ^}Ithqritaj"^:^^':^^:' ^ #^ill^a:^5-611;!filly^^i'^^;;^'I^^^':u^^31_'j^;^$:sum'641-~$judicial opinion. The illustration is clear and strong in .ja. ,- . .,:,.,,:....,,, u, .*~~. t:..~.,"~*,~*,- -., .~,-*r- -_ .-'

not readily applicable to any other document. In

jc ' .e;r" ..' .'. 18^!^.,,}*.*,,..*,.,*,.., ,.,^ ,,,*,,,*^'^j^!:^!:^in^. A^j+^,, 0**^^,,.;:;^,..,;^;j'^;4, .$1^^-sae;6^^trjctj6j;:is notj:;I^^^Inion$!
i"fii^irk^I"*16'^{^I$^^r6^a^aji^^a*'^'^'"if^I^,^'fi*61^use'3.01. ;
' Disregard of the goodwill attributable to the plaintiff's

bookshop business carries no implication requiring
modification of the covenant restricting user to retail
sale of books.

In my opinion the advice given by Messrs Moore and

rental determinations - 30
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^Cou';^;0, e6""',;^;@;^'!!^;^I:^,^j^^^^i^^i'$.-':.,:'.^jinh^"!In^;^^7611^$16^6153*;?$,}j ;
' ' " ';, 1035/9. Which'toi', facewithtbe. .yiews. .expressed. by. MCHughJAint:69^I

A -'-" ""'a;Genbi^11;DidoilAus^!IaLtdV;-A. Hudsonety. Lid-".;"
Mr Sackville, the defendant's counsel, did riot ,.,. ^SIPt'?it^WEIi^I^;.;'^:rid'-'pant6tilarly the Opinion' 4'

present any arguments which would support Messrs expressed, after a lengthyfeview of earlier authorities,

PROFESSIONALLAWOFREALESTATE

Moore and Bevins' advice;the presentation of his case
did not require him to deal with that matter as according
to his case it is irrelevant whether or notthe advice was
correct.

In my finding the letter of 14 February 1989 is Mr
Higgins' decision; this is obviously the only available
finding ifthe material under objection were rejected, but
looking at the matter as ifit were admitted in evidence I
would make the same finding. The decision was
expressed in a single document, although the valuer

decision in writing or in that marine .11,611if0'9:!;;!^!^i^.!*;r... '*."~..*~'..

I" "M '! in^dgt^rtyijj^^it^j:;^a'^in^'^is, ,. e, ,. S 1991 ,, 9'^i";,,~,^L9!!*,^!,;;:.**,.*' 's, .-,
fi';is"Me'5'51^:M6^re ajia'BeVins' advice incorporated in I
in'6'1'a'et6rmi^1166?;'

To a limited extentthe decision of Mr Higgins was a

^;:.*^,, .9;;:;_;. .. .. .-*
the decision, but that only related to part of the
reasoning relating to outgoings and had no bearing
whatever on the matter which is under challenge before
me as allegedIy an error.

Mr HeIy QC forthe plaintiff made submissions to the
following effect. It was submitted that in fixing the rent
the valuer considered a hypothetical lease which did
not contain a restriction on user in the terms of clause
8.01, and that in doing this the valuer acted contrary to
the express provisions of clause 303. For this reason
the valuer did not determine the question referred to
him and his valuation was not in conformity with the
parties' agreement. It was submitted that the result was
'he same as if he had valued the wrong property.

A subsidiary contention was that it is open to a party,
who seeks to impeach the decision of a valuer to do so
on the basis of material external to the decision itself

Mr HeIy QC contended that it is clear as a matter of
fact that the valuer assessed the rent on the basis of a

... hypothetical lease vi^. I^fibohtained no restriction as to--
tinuser. .On the assu'nipti6h that the evidence under
"'dbjection is admitted this is clear and I so find.

at 3350 to 336F. Mr HeIy pointed to MCHugh JA's
contemplation of a mistake which appears to me to be
very similar to the mistake under debate now at 331C

~ as:

"... the mistake which I think occurred when the

valuer considered other uses of the premises. In that
case the valuer did not answer the question which
was referred to him because his assessment was riot

._ ----_-.- . . I!-* .,-,,,.. . .;,., t

'*^"^'^'^~';^;;^^^^;j'^ '^^;t^^ ,lied'
to the process of valuation. The question is whether a
mistake of that class is sufficient to avoid a valu-
ation?',

To my reading, the rest of MCHugh JA's judgment
was not closely directed to mistakes of the class not
relied on; yet it may be right to understand him as
having expressed views in terms which may refer to
that class.

,

Without the aid of the evidence subject to objection
there is no evidence that Mr Higgins' decision was
affected by any error and if I had rejected that evidence
I would riot find that it was.

Mr HeIy QC contended that by clause 3.03 the
question for decision by Mr Higgins is defined as
determination of the market rental for a lease on terms
and conditions of the present lease except as to rent;
clause 8.01 must be included in those terms and
conditions. He then contended that it can be seen as a
matter of factthat Mr Higgins did not decide the matter
for decision; his decision is a decision on something

In applying yiews expressed in':^ebal and General
$Lifel::Australia Ltdv, ':A1', HudSon-P drifts of course'
importantto remember that'although allmembers of the
Court of Appeal concurred in the order, Mahoney and
PriestIey JJA did not concur in the observations of
MCHugh JA. Mahoney JA's decision appears to have
been dictated by his view that there was a lack of
evidence and of available conclusions as to what the

valuer in fact did in reaching his valuation; see 321
PriestIey JA's view was to the effect that a declaratory
order should riot be made in the state of the evidence

Further. the proceedings were not disposed of in the

else, and it is notthe thing by which the parties agreed

h^51'0t, 49. ^g^..*,, I i^'6t^!i. rt^all^8'^^^jibj1.99. fy1^1/1' I

Court of Appeal; the Judicial Committee disposed. of
..'....*~*. t. ., ;.,,.*.=. J, ,..... I'.' . ... ,..,,,,,., ,
" ' "" .* .'. ...,,.~_ 'F_ ~.",~*'-,. """ ~' '

.opinion is a most-illuminating, ppinion in a field where
4' '.~ "' . . * . _. ... ."~.*.*"*,.,*e, ;,*',..,:

111rt-my gpinio^:th^;questi6n':wilierh^r a, valuation, is;
^6'^6fi*ing '~ *:""rifts;^~*"'*'*.'*."I, *-$"*;:^6fi"ing '- 4. ,!^!j^atat;kp. i^^*6'i:i^bit^d?"
,i;A*'I*fr. , '-_,,-~.--*. ,' ,,i;A*'I*fr. , '-_,,-~.--*. ,' ,

However, in my respectful view MCHugh JA's

I was taken by counsel to a number of the cases to
which MCHugh JA referred but I do notthink that any
additional review of them is required. The terms in
which MCHugh JA at 335 and 336 expressed his
opinion are as follows:

.!:!n my'opinion, the;questjoin'whether. a valuation is ,
';binding11/36fi*I 'T^ ' e. a^^^^I;^'firsti. n^:f^^ce, *Fan'dim' " * * ^. conrac*:ex res O r^^!^.;,
Till. o1n ;u, y: vi, ' I .' ' ^g. Un*-I
",.',, .J. ..,.-*, ,...,',' '..'- ..-.-~ ....

I""****-.*,,.-*, .
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can usually be disregarded even in an action at law.
For in a case of fraud or collusion the correct

conclusion to be drawn will almost certainly be that
there has been no valuation in accordance with the

terms of the contract. As Sir David Cairns pointed
.out, it is, easy, tQ. imply. a term. that a valuation must be
made". hones!y grid .impartial. Iy, It will be, .difficult, and

'^^^^11^;i. ^^^^SIbi6:;;^owev^flito. .imply;;.^!+term. that a
&aid;nibii:cain'bis:^'6t':IaSid6:. billthe'. ground of. I^. e

", valuer. s. *mistak^., Qr, bepause ,. tbr> yaluation. ... is. 11n-
'reasonable. the"terms of the. contra6t Usually. ' pro-
Via61'.'as the lease"lit'the'^leseht Case does, that the
deciSibh'. onhe:yaluer-. is Ifihal and -binding on the -
parties'. By"referring the decision to a valuer, the
parties agree to accept his honest and impartial
decision as to the appropriate amount of the valu-
ation. They rely on his skill and judgment and agree
to be bound by his decision. .It is, now settled that an
action foL. damages, .for negligence .will lie:against a
11:11ue'r. to, ^vhom~the. parties- have referred :the ques-
tionyof::Valuation. if. one of. .them. suffers -loss- as the
'result ^f his .negligent valuation: Sutc/We v. Thackiah
*[1,974!.. AC, Z27j. /\renso!Iy, . Arenson. [1977]. Aq, 405. .
*But';as I;'atween the parties to the main agreement
the Valuation ICan stand even though it was made
negligently. While mistake or error on the part of the
valuer is not by itself sufficient to. invalidate the
decision or the certificate of valuation, nevertheless,
the mistake maybe of. a kind which shows that the
valuation is not in accordance with the contract. A
mistake concerning the identity of the premises to be
valued could seldom. if ever. comply with the terms
of the agreement between the parties. .. Bute yaluation
which is the result of the mistaken application of the
principles of Valuation may still be made in accord-
ance with the terms of the agreement. In each. case.
the critical question must always be: Was the
valuation. made in accordance with the terms of a
contract? If it is, it is nothing to the point that the
valuation may have proceeded on the basis of error
or that it constitutes a gross over or under value. Nor
is it relevant that the valuer has taken into consider
at10n matters which he should not have taken into
account or has failed to take into account matters
which he should have taken into account. The
question is not whether there is an error in the
discretionary judgment oilhe valuer. It is whether the
valuation complies with the terms of the contract.
"Furthermore. when a party seeks the assistance of'.
equitable remedies to enforce an agreement to abide
by the valuatiQn of a third party. mistake, .'fraud or-.. ..,,-.

':'pollusion can be. a defence to the action 'in'certain
' circumstances: Callerv. Mason; Weekes v. Gallard.

Butthose equitable defences are riot available when
the plaintiff seeks a"common law remedy. . To, hold
otherwise is to bec6rhe a victim of 'fh^*!OSi6ti"fallacy'
which Messrs Meagher. QC. Gumrhow and Lehane
so roundiy condemn::^'qu!Iy, ::'. Doctrines, and. .Rein- - .

- edies, 2nd ed. .(1984) a{44;!58. :Of'bourse;'defence of
fraudi' collusion:'odinistake' may be available when a
common law remedy is'. songht. Butthatis because .

'the"1st^jr6^;S birth^liedteims '61th6. 'contract ^ermit '
them. The. .hatchbeS of which .Sir John Romilly MR

.spoke in _CornerV::Mason were. equitabledefonces to
:an equitable. remedy. -. They are not available in a
'common law. 'action:

"Is the mistake in the present case of a kind whicn
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enables the court to set aside the valuation? In my
opinion his. not of the relevant kind. There is nothing
in the contract which would enable the valuation to be

set aside on the simple ground that the valuer made a
mistake. Nor. do I think it possible to imply a term to
that effect;;^odel^, Construction, Pty Ltdv. State Ray
$4trthorityt;fivew South Wales (1'982) 149 CLR 337.
The rent review clause makes the decision of the

valuer 'final and binding on the parties to this lease'.
Nothing in the lease suggests that it was not to be
final and binding if it was the result of error or mistake
or was unreasonable. The decision - whatever it is

- is to bind the parties. It is true that the valuer is
'acting as an expert and not as an arbitrator'. But
those words which have been commonly used in
agreements since the Common Law Procedure Act
1854_serve. the. .purpose of excluding the provisions
~of'the Atollration Actt902. They avoid the necessity
forthe valuer to hear evidence and the parties and to
determine judicialIy between them. They enable him
to rely on his own investigations, skill and judgment:

-Re, Dawdy, !1885). 15 .QBD 426 at 429. 430.1ndeed
they reinforce. .the View that the. parties, as between
themselves, rely on the honest and impartial skill and
judgment of the valuer. "
Ifind MCHugh JA's opinion persuasive and I propose

to apply it. One of the respects in which it appears to
me to state the position satisfactorily is that it bases the
decision on the parties' agreement and not on judge-
made rules or on perceptions of policy or general
perceptions which may not be well applicable to the
terms of particular leases. I would wish to be on guard
against generalisations of purported legal rules in a field
where each case should be an application of the terms
of an agreement between the parties to that case

At first instance in this State earlier case jaw had
shown a state of judicial opinion which was not
receptive to forensic assaults on such valuations; Joint
Coal Board v. .Noone Ply. .Ltd (1984) 3 Butterworths
'Property Report 9441'(Yeldham J), and Warno Ply Ltd
'v:'Jewel' Food Store' Ply Ltd (1983) 2 Boneiworths

I

Property Reports 9611. A similar disposition was firmly
voiced by the Judicial Committee in A. Hudson Ply Ltd
v. Legal and General Life of Australia Ltd 61 ALJR at
281

Within the terms of the opinion stated by MCHugh JA
the view expressed elsewhere that a-"speaking"
valuation is open to review in respect of mistakes which
appear from its, 0, Vh', terms .although not otherwise '(as -,

,!Alas Contemplated in JointCoalBoardv. Noone PlyLtd)
'does not. appear*well. based;. if the effect of the parties'
agreem'eot .i, sjth^t;they, .are. '. bound by_a decision the

result, . subject, .... to. ., any-.,,. express. provision of. their -
lagf6erti6nt, .follows thanhey ate bound by the decision
'Whether Qinot it states reasons on its face, and
"Whether Or riot those reasons are correct. MCHugh JA
does not say that it is significant whether the decision is
a 'speaking" decision or riot, and Itake this as an
indication'that'he'didhbi regard it as Significant. When
mistakes are such that the valuation is not in accord-
ance with the agreement. there appears to be no
reason in principle for limiting the available factual
material to prove that there had been a mistake to the
express terms allhe decision. During argument I gave
examples such as that the valuer had been seen to
Inspect. measure up and make inquiries arthe wrong
property after a change in the street numbers. or had
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inspected a property with an apparently correct street
address in the wrong suburb. The examples were
rather gross but they are useful to illustrate the
difficulties of rejecting evidence extrinsic to the terms of
the valuer's determination.

What these parties agreed to be bound by in the
present case is explicitly stated in clause 3.05. The
machinery in the previous clauses worked to produce a
difference or dispute referred to as "the question" in
some such form as this:

What is the minimum annual rent for the next
succeeding two year period. that is to say whatis the
current annual open market rental value of the
demised premises based on a lease between a
willing lessor and a willing lessee granted with vacant

PROFESSIONALLA. WOFREALESTATE

possession and taking no account of any goodwill
antibutable to the demised premises by reason of
any trade or business carried on therein by the
lessee and in all other respects (except as to rent
payable) on the terms, covenants and conditions of
this lease?"

Then clause 3.05 provides for this question to be
ferred for the decision of a qualified valuer and

provides "The decision of such qualified valuer ...
shall accordingly be final and binding on the parties to
this Lease. "

Is it a question of fact, to be decided upon evidence
and on the probabilities arising on that evidence
whether Mr Higgins' letter of 14 February 1989 is a
decision on that question. On its face-and from its
contents it undoubtedly is. In my opinion the evidence
to be admitted on that question should not be confined
to its contents. I regard the statements in Mr Hill's
affidavits which are under objection, Annexure G and
Exhibit C, as relevant, and I admit them.

Ifind on the probabilities that Mr Higgins acted on the
views in Messrs Moore and Bevins' letter of advice

^;

be final, ^. g^*^. in^ing. ,. gri, !b$;*parties, ,did. not, have that
,^*6616 ..._. .. . ,_.,,... ,,

*determination:@1nt!!e;question:ref^?;^ant'Vibuid anticj. '
~ pate'the answ6i16t^e ^'65/1bh whether it is final and

binding to assume that it was for the purpose of
excluding evidence on the issue. The parties did not by
their agreement point out any form of determination
which they agreed was to be conclusive just because
that form was observed.

The questio

dated 7 February 1989 that when regard is had to the
whole terms of the lease "... if a valuer on a rent
review is to determine the rent as ifthe premises were
vacant and disregarding goodwill, then it is inconsistent
to take into account the restriction on user provision"
and that Mr Higgins "... should assess the open
larket rental vaue of the premises without regalc!, to

the restrict^!!, a, s. ,!q, !Iserpon!ained in. the. lease. '! a. e;!,,,
'ise^s!to, a'~cbh;,"xi^W; "" '-ite, ^tip. ^tb^A!algatiQP^*

.,, . .,. .., In my'^biding, '^'Wrong view, but a view based
On the Ie^se and its construction and not based on

tated--^.!@!ill;I^!19ty;$1A. to .be the .critical ,

There was not on the facts of this case any room for
any question about Mr Higgins' honesty or impartiality.
No attempt was made, or could be made, to cast doubt
on the valuation as being his honest and impartial
decision as to the appropriate amount. The evidence
seems to show that he proceeded in a careful and
competent manner, exemplified by the factthat where
there was a legal difficulty he took legal advice and
acted on it.

In my opinion the plaintiff is not entitled to the
declaration which it claims.

My order is: the summons is dismissed with costs.
(The above decision is subject to Crown Copyr@ht and
reproduced on condtion that the material I^ notpubliShedby
any electronic or computerised information retrieval system.
- Ed. )

some notional lease or other d9cu!Ilept, from which any

^,^#!g^;^^^ip^-^^-"^^;
,P;!It gt, .I, t. ,had. been. ,Qinitted. ' ig^!g. $;j!^:tel3/9/51:,431*

tended, the production by Mr Higgins of a non-
speaking valuation was a procedure authorised by the
terms of the parties' agreement, and in no way failed to
conform with their agreement. However, no provision
of the agreement requires the exclusion of evidence
other than material expressed in the determination if
the evidence is relevant to the issue whether that letter
was a determination of the question referred. In
particular. the provision that the determination should
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DECISIONS

The summaries appearing before the court decisionspubltshed in The Vainer do norform
part of the I'Mdges' and assessors' decisions and ore provided only as a briefsummary of
the reported cases. Members ore urged not to rely on these summaries for a complete
synopsis, but 10 read the judgments in 1141!.

PROFESSIONALLAWOFREALESTATE

Bestvvood Pine Mart(Victoria Avenue)
Pty Ltd

V.

Coles Myer Limited

A summary of this decision and that of Horwitz
Grabame Books PtyLtdv. Mid-Oty Centre Ply Ltd, was
published on page 281 of the November 1990 Valuer. It
was reprinted from the Property Law Newsletter, June
1990. published by Heriry David York, solicitors.

(In the Supreme Court of New South Wales, Coinmer-
o1al Division, 27 February 1990, Gole J. )

Cole J: Bestwood Pine Mart(Victoria Avenue) Pty Ltd,
("the lessor") by summons sought a declaration that it
was riot bound by the rental determination pf Mr R. M.
Aidridge dated 8 June 1989 of commercial premises
known as 350 Pitt Street, Sydney. The premises
comprise two adjacent buildings in which the ground
floor of each is used by the defendant Coles Myer
Limited ("the lessee") for retail purposes, and the
basement and seven and eight upper levels are used
for storage and delivery space, and administrative
offices respectively. Mr Aidridge determined the rent at
$1m per annum forthe period of three years coinmenc-
ing I February 1989. The priorrental was $850,000 per
annum. The lessor had sought a new rental of
$2,176,220 per annum.

The lessor became lessor on purchasing the premis-
es from Mercantile Mutual Insurance (Australia) Ltd.
That company had by agreement dated 22 April1986
agreed to grant a lease of the premises to the lessee for
a term of 10 years commencing I February 1986. The
agreement provided for the premises to be renovated
at the cost of the lessor, with the cost of renovations
and interest thereon to be repaid by the lessee by 120
consecutive calendar monthly instalments. Provision
was made for payment of provisional sums on account
of renovation costs pending ascertainment of the actual
cost. The agreement for lease and renovations pro-
vided in respect of such renovation payments:

"8 (d) It is mutually agreed and acknowledged that
such payments will not constitute or be treated for
any purpose as rent. "
The lease so granted was dated 22 April 1986. It

contained the following relevant rental review pro-
VISIOnS.

"4.1 For the purpose of this Lease "Review Date"

shall mean the day after the date of expiration of each

the date of commencement of this Lease.

4.2 At any time within sixty (60) days before or sixty
(60) days after a Review Date, the Lessor may give
written notice to the Lessee increasing the annual
rent payable under this Lease for the periQd coin-
mencing on the Review Date to an amount which the
Lessor considers to be the current market rental of
the demised premises as at the relevant Review
Date.

4.3 Within sixty (60) days after the date of receipt by
the Lessee of a notice referred to in clause 4.2 (time
being of the essence), the Lessee shall be entitled to
give notice in writing to the Lessor disputing that the
amount set out in such notice is the current market
rental of the demised premises as at the relevant
Review Date and stating the amount which the
Lessee considers to be the current market rental as
at that date.

4.5 Should the Lessee give the said notice within the
said sixty (60) day period, the Lessor shall either
accept as the reviewed rental the figure stated by the
Lessee in such notice or, failing agreement of the
reviewed rental with the Lessee within a reasonable

Institute of Valuers (Inc. ) for determination of the
current market rental as at the relevant Review Date.

46 Subject to clauses 4.7 and 48, the current
market rental as determined by the said valuer shall
be final and binding upon both the Lessor and the
Lessee, the parties acknowledging and agreeing that
his determination shall be treated as that of an expert
riot an arbitrator.

4.8 Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein
contained or implied, the rental shall riot be reduced
below one hundred and fifteen per centum 015%) of
the annual rent payable during the year of the term
immediately prior to the relevant Review Date.

49 Untilthe reviewed rental is agreed or determined
as aforesaid, the Lessee shall continue to pay, on
account, the annual rent payable immediately priorto
the relevant Review Date plus fifteen percent (15%)
thereof, and, upon the reviewed rental being agreed
or determined, any retrospective adjustment be
immediately payable by the Lessee. "
In addition. the lease contained provisions in usual

period of three (3) years during the term of the
Lease, the first of such periods being computed from

period. refer the matter to a valuer appointed by the
President of the NSW Division of the Australian
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form prohibiting the use of the premises without
consent "for any purpose other than a retail store and
administrative or commercial or business offices" (cl.
its)), and "prohibiting assignment, transfer, demise,
sub-letting or parting with the possession of the
demised premises or any part or parts thereof" (cl.

PROFESSIONALLAWOFREALESTATE

tin)(a)). In each instance the consent of the lessor to
any change of use or disposition of the lease was not to
be unreasonably withheld.

The mechanism contemplated by c1. 4 for rentreview
was implemented. By letter dated 12 Decem^, er. 1,988,

rebtalt!'tit^the;;. premises at I Februa ,, .a

lessee disputed that such sum was the current market
rental at the relevant review date and stated its
assessment of the current market rental from the
review date as being $977,500 per annum (c1. 4.3). The
sum notified by the lessee was the minimum permitted
by c1. 4.8 being 115% of the existing annual rental. In
accordance with c1. 4.5, the lessor failed to agree the
lessee's assessment and the matter was referred to Mr
R. M. A1dridge, a valuer appointed by the President of
NSW Division of the Australian Institute of Valuers (Inc. )

tenancy). He contended that duplication resulted in an
error of such a nature as to render the determination of

Mr Aidridge not a determination of the "current market
rental" as required by the lease.

j^I^'a^itwas contended that the combined operation
of c1. 4.5'and 4.6 required that the determination be a
"final" determination. Mr A1dridge's determination was
said not to be final because he had either reserved his

right to review the rental figure in fact determined
should the floor area not be as he had assumed, and
further because he had indicated a willingness to
review his determination if the parties required that he
take an alternative approach to the position addpted by
him in making his determination, namely, to disregard
the fact that the renovations were paid for by the
lessee.

To appreciate the bases of these arguments It Is
necessary to consider some of the terms of Mr
Aidridge's document which preceded the actual deter-
mination which I have set out above.

"for determination of the current market rental as at the
relevant Review Date".

The determination of Mr Aidridge was contained in a
document entitled "Rental Determination" forwarded
under cover of a letter dated 8 June 1989. The eight
page document concluded:
, ,.. *'\I^it!ON:
In accordancewith e ed':;6 pibviSions'Idetermine
the current marketrenta! as at I February 1989 of the
premises at 350 Pitt Street (also known as 127
Liverpool Street) Sydney at:-

MILLION DoL-$1,000,000.00 per annum (ONE
LARS)".

In a carefully prepared argument, Mr MD. Young,
counselfor the plaintiff, contended that the document
being Mr A1dridge's determination, did not constitute a
determination in accordance with the provisions of the

*

lease or three reasons.

# econtendedthatthedeterminationhadbeen
' 'aby Mr Aidridge upon the basis of determining the

rental which would be paid by one particular tenant,
Cotes. .. MYe. r Limited, rather than determining the
(i^tiff^it^^inejten. ^il" wjich required a determinatiqn
of the 'rent Which an, hypothetical lessor would require

The relevant passages are as follows:
"F1:6151^;s'At'^';s ,F
The Lease does not specify any area as the basis for
this current market rental review, and the Lessor and
Lessee have suggested the premises' total neti
lettable area to be 9,730m' and 9,540m' respec-
tively. . .

I have adopted the area of 9,540m'. Even though the
discrepancy between the areas is less than 2%, I
would stipulate that should any survey documen-
tation be forthcoming that indicates a variance to the
adopted figure I reserve the right to review the rental

ajigure, .ascribed in this Determination*.
....., *

'*;!;.@teem^htFfoi;*Lease and Renovatidns
With regard to my legal advice in this matter, I have
raised the question as to whether the "renovations"
should be considered by me as part of the rental of
the demised premises and as, seemingly. required
by the Lease (Clause 3(i)) and the Deed of ACknow-
ledgement, or should Iignore this item as apparently
specified by Clause 5 of the Lease and Clause 8(d) of
the "Renovations Agreement"?
I am advised as follows: 'In conclusion I would fall

back on the agreement for lease and renovations and
in particular Clause 2 thereof on page 3, it states 'the
Lessor shall grant to the Lessee and the Lessee shall
take a lease of the building as so renovated.
(hereinafter called "the demised premises")' My
reply to your question I is that the premises should
be-valued as arthe rentreview date as they stand and
as renovated. The factthatthe renovations were paid
by the Lessee should, in my opinion, be disregarded.
My determination is, therefore, made on this basis
but should a situation arise where an alternative
approach is required by the parties I would advise
that I am prepared to review my Determination. "

and finally:
"Other Valuation Considerations
The following points have also been considered in
arriving at my Determination, and are regarded as
particularly relevant thereto.
-The subject premises comprises a large, older

style development of some 9,500m' leased to a

and an hypothetical lessee would pay, each such lessor
and lessee being willing but not over anxious to grant
and take a lease of the subject premises. Thus he
contended there had not been a determination of the
"current market rental" as required by c1. 4.5. That
being so, it was said. c1. 4.6 had no operation to bind
the parties to the purported determination.

: *:Mr Young argued that in reaching his
d6i^I^'^lit'51tibn as expressed in the document, Mr
A1dridge had duplicated discounts in that he had given a
discount from what otherwise would have been a
proper rental first because of the size of the premises
leased, and additionally because of the circumstance of
leasing as a single tenancy. This duplication was said to
be an error in that the large size of the premises leased
necessarily involved a single tenancy and thus there
should be one discount for the factor of size (or single
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single tenant. As such. I am of the view that,
although it may be appropriate to ascribe indi-
vidual rates to the separate floors in the coinpi-
Iation of the rental figure, it is necessary at the
conclusion of the exercise to make an allowance
for size. In fact, in the context of this building s
size, age, condition and presentation, etc, I am of
the opinion that the marketplace would dictate a
discount being given in order that a tenant could
be induced into an occupancy which it found to be
attractive. Moreover, I am also of the view that
because of the continuity under the Lease of this
single occupancy, the obvious savings in inari-
agement costs, leasing and re-leasing fees and
the elimination of the most likely extended vacan-
cy periods, some cognisance of the totaloccupan-
cy by a tenantofsuch covenant as Coles Myer Ltd

PROFESSIONALLAWOFREALESTATE

has to be made.

- I note, with the assistance of photographs sup-
plied to me by the Lessee, that prior to the
construction of the self-contained lift, lobby and
security entrance at Liverpool Street, the main
access for persons making their way to the upper
floors via the lifts was by way of the ground floor
retail area. I view this aspect of the tenancy as a
particularly detrimental feature.

- From my enquiries into the available rental evi-
dence I conclude that there is nothing truly
compareble to the subject premises in either the
immediate vicinity or the general area, and this
view is acknowledged in the comments made by
both the Lessor's and Lessee's representatives in
their submissions.

As a result I have referred to, and'extrapolated
from, various leasings in other buildings of areas
which are, in my opinion, more or less coinparable
to the individual floors of the subject premises. I
have then made an allowance, as detailed pre-
viously, to the aggregate rental figure of all the
floors of the subject premises prior to deducting
the outgoings and adjusting for the three-yearly
review factor. "

~

Chester-Le-Street Assessment Committee (1937) 2
KB 445 at 469, Scott LJ, 470; Am rined (1938) AC 321
see particularly 336-7; F. R. Evans (Leeds) Ltd v.
Engi^Sh Electric (1978) 36 P & CR 184 all89-191; The
Law Land Company Ltdv. Consumers Association Ltd
(, 980) 255 EG 617 (CA); Stiff^hg Land Office Develop-
merits Ltd v. Lloyds Bank PLC (1984) 271 EG 894 at
895; Dennis & Robv. Kibssos Estabfishment(1987) 54
P & CR 282 at 285, Fox LJ, 288 Dillon LJ (CA) Ponsford
& Ors v. H. Ms. Aerosols Ltd (1979) AC 63 at 76,
Viscount Dilhorne; L:^'51;;3:6^h'eral. Life of-Australia, Ltd~
v:'A Hudson Pty Ltd11'985) I NSWLR 314 at 328-^29:
Broken Hill Pty Co Ltd v. AUStral^^n Mutual Provident
Society (1986) 29 The Valuer 340 at 346.

As MCHugh JA, as he then was, said in Legal#&
GeneralUfeofAustralia(supra):,' '

"The critical question is what is meant by 'the current
annual open market rental value on the demised

on the termspremises based on a lease
covenants and conditions of this lease'?

In determining the meaning of that phrase the
purpose which the rent revision clause serves must
be kept in mind. From the lessor's point of view the
rent revision clause enables the rent to be adjusted
to keep pace with the inevitable inflationary trends in
the community while otheiwise leaving the lease
intact. From the lessee's point of view the clause
ensures that the rent is assessed on the basis that

the notional lease of the premises has the same
terms and conditions as the lessee enjoys. This
includes the use of the premises. This means, Ithink,
that the premises must be considered in the permit-
ted state in which they are at the date which is the
basis of the rent review. The rent to be ascertained is

that payable by a willing lessor and a willing lessee
for a lease on the same terms and conditions as this

lease. Underlying the notion of a willing lessor and
willing lessee are the assumptions that either is
willing to disregard those business considerations
which are in his favour and that they are each
equipped with knowledge of the relevant circum-
stances. The question is then whatthe lessee would
offer, and the lessor would accept, as rent for the
grant of that lease of those premises. "

,;

Determination upon the basis of rental payable by
a particulartenant

It was not in dispute before me that the lease
.J. . . . .,. .

a'5:;65'sth6tif6tth^T'^rim16btainable on the open inari;et
at the review date upon the terms of the subjectlease,
such rental being that which a willing but not over
anxious prospective tenant would pay and a willing but
not over anxious lessor would accept. In determining ,
such rental it is clear law that a valuer assumes an'

hypothetical. landlord. and hypothetical tenant, and does
hat'restrict*consideration to the existing tenant or to a
class of tenants less in size than the total class of
prospective tenants' having regard to the nature and
use of the premises and relevant provisions of the
lease. (See generally Spencer v. The Commonwealth
(1907) 5 CLR 4/8 at 440-444, Isaac J; Dodds, . The
Assessment of the Poor Law Union of South Shields
(1895) 2 QB 133 at 135 Lord Esher MR. cf Cartwrightv.
The Guardans of the Poor of the Soulcoates Union in
Kingston-Upon-Hullo900) AC 150 at 157, Darey LJ;
Robinson Brothers (Brewers) Ltd v. Haughton and

.. ~,,",=f. ,,.~. ,...... _.^ I

The lessor contended, however, that the passage set
" out above under the heading "Other Valuation

Considerations" indicated that Mr Aidridge had pro-
ceeded upon the basis of determining the rental which
one particulartenant (Coles Myer Ltd) or alternatively a
limited class of tenants having a financial strength
equivalent to Coles Myer, would pay. This flowed. so it
was argued, primarily from the use of the expression
"some cognisance of the total occupancy by a tenant of
such covenant as Goles Myer Ltd has to be made". It
was said that Coles Myer, Australia's largest retailer,
was the twelfth largest retailer in the world, there was
thus no other retailer of such strength, and accordingly
giving "cognisance" to "such covenant" (meaning the
strength of the covenant to pay rent) meant that the
rental determined was in truth that which only Coles
Myer Ltd would pay.

In my view so to construe the words quoted is to
mis-read the passage quoted as a result of lifting it from
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its context and torturing the words "such covenant".
The valuer was dealing with "other valuation consider
adons". He noted certain points he had considered and
regarded as relevant. The first paragraph dealt with the
circumstance of a single tenancy of very large premis-
es. That combined factor required a discount from the
gross rental payable by a number of tenants leasing
portions of the premises. A single tenancy avoided both
management costs and vacancy factors, and with a
substantial tenant leasing the whole premises such
tenant would. of necessity, be of financial strength. All
those factors were aspects of the one circumstance
that the rental being determined was of very substantial
premises leased in a single line which of necessity
meant the tenant would be of financial strength thus
resulting in a strong rental covenant. These factors
required a discount. The reference to "a tenant of such
covenant as Coles Myer Ltd" is no more than an

PROFESSIONALLAWOFREALESTATE

example or indication that the market would require a
discount because the letting was in a single line of large
premises and thus of necessity to a financially strong
tenant.

To have regard to the factthat even in an hypothetical
leasing situation the number of prospective tenants Is
limited because of the nature and size of the premises
and thus the large quantum of rent, is notto depart from
the principle of determining market rental by reference
to hypothetical lessors and lessees. This is clearfrom
the passage in the judgment of MCHugh JA set out
above.

As a matter of construction, I am satisfied that the
valuer did not determine the :,!=!Irrent, market-rentalqby
reference, to. the rent which one"^'atticular tenant wonld
p^y, ;Ih:having regard to the circumstance, of necessity,
that the hypothetical!essee would be of significant
financial strength, the valuer did riot depart from th6
correct concept of having regard to the rental which a
willing hypothetical lessee would pay to a willing
hypothetical lessor. For this reason the first ground of
attach fails.

However, even if the construction of the passage
quoted from the determination be wrong, it does not
follow that the determination is riot binding upon the
parties. This is because an erroneous valuation may
nevertheless be a valuation which complies with the
terms of the contract. In ^Legal'and General Life of
Australia, -. MCHugh JA said:

,

the decision of the valuer is 'final and binding on the
parties'. By referring the decision to a valuer, the
parties agree to accept his honest and impartial
decision as to the appropriate amount of the valu-
ation. They rely on his skill and judgment and agree
to be bound by his decision. It is now settled that an
action for damages for negligence will lie against a
valuer to whom the parties have referred the ques-
tion of valuation if one of them suffers loss as the
result of his negligent valuation: SutclMe v. Thackrah
(1974) AC 727; Arenson v. Arenson (1977) AC 405.
But as between the parties to the main agreement
the valuation can stand even though it was made
negligently. While mistake or error on the part of the
valuer is not by itself sufficient to invalidate the
decision or the certificate of valuation, nevertheless,
the mistake may be of a kind which shows that the
valuation is not in accordance with the contract. A
mistake concerning the identity of the premises to be
valued could seldom. if ever, comply with the terms
of the agreement between the parties. But a valuation
which is the result of the mistaken application of the
principles of valuation may still be made in accord-
ance with the terms of the agreement. In each case
the critical question must always be: was the
valuation made in accordance. with the terms of the
contract? If it is, it is nothing to the point that the

"In my opinion the question whether a valuation is
binding upon the parties depends in the first instance
upon the terms of the contract, express or implied.
This was pointed out by Sir David Cairns in the Court
of Appeal in Bakerv. Keriwood Manuit, cturing Co Ltd
(at 181). A valuation obtained by fraud or collusion
can usually be disregarded even in an action at law.
For in a case of fraud or collusion the correct

valuation may have proceeded on the basis of error
orthat it constitutes a gross over or under value. Nor
is it relevantthatthe valuer has taken into considera-
tion matters which he should not have taken into
account or has failed to take into account matters
which he should have taken into account. The
question is not whether there is an error in the
discretionary judgment of the valuer. his whether the
valuation complies with the terms of the contract. "

The passage from the valuation report which I have
quoted indicates factors taken into account. The con-
cluding paragraph under the heading "Other Valuation
Consideratons", after referring to the circumstances of
a single tenancy, large size of the premises, conse-
quential financial strength of the hypothetical tenant,
fact of the ground floor retail premises and the absence
of truly compareble premises concluded:

"As a result I have referred to, and extrapolated from,
various leasings in other buildings of areas which are,
in my opinion, more or less coinparable to the
individual floors of the subject premises. I have then
made an allowance, as detailed previously. to the
aggregate rental figui'e of allthe floors of the subject
premises prior to deducting the outgoings and
adjusting for the three-yearly review factor. "
This shows the valuer's process of reasoning. If he

has taken into account the financial strength of the
existing lessee, or of a limited number of prospective
theoretical lessees (and assuming for this purpose that
account of such factors is impermissible) such is the
"taking into consideration of matters which he should
not have taken into account. " Such a consideraton Is

riot of sufficient import, in my view, as to render the
determination produced otherwise than that contem-
plated by the contract. Clause 4.6 of the lease makes
clearthatthe parties agreed the determination would be
binding, even if it be in error, provided it was that
contemplated by the lease. ms clear, in my view, from a

conclusion to be drawn will almost certainly be that
there has been no valuation in accordance with the
terms of the contract. As Sir David Cairns pointed
out, it is easy to imply a term that a valuation must be
made honestly and impartialIy. It will be difficult, and
usually impossible, however, to imply a term that a
valuation can be set aside on the ground of the
valuer's mistake or because the valuation Is
unreasonable. The terms of the contract usually
provide, as the lease in the present case does, that

aC, ,*, ,,,. ..=. Cal*"Ian, IQQi
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reading of the whole determination, and in particularthe
formal determination which I have set out above, that
the valuer sought to determine "the current market
rental" at the review date as required by the lease. If, in
truth, he fellinto error in performing that exercise by
having regard to impermissible factors, nonetheless he
made the determination contemplated by c1. 4.5. For
this reason also, the first ground fails.

Double discount
For the reasons set out above, the passage quoted

under the heading "Other Valuation Considerations"
does not indicate that in determining his valuation, the
valuer gave one discountfor size and another for single
tenancy. He gave one discount having regard to both
factors. Both factors are, in truth, one aspect of the
same circumstance, namely, a single tenancy of large
premises. Even ifthat be not so, taking into consider-
ation an impermissible matter(a second discount) does
not render the determination a determination riot
complying with the contract. Such an error, if it
occurred, falls precisely within the category of "error in
,he discretionary judgment of the valuer" to which
MCHugh JA referred (336). The second ground of
attack thus fails.

PROFESSIONALLAWOFREALESTATE
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also does not render his determination not "final". It is

simply a willingness. if both parties agree that he should
do so, to make a determination upon a different basis
That does not affect the integrity, or "finality" of the
valuer's determination.

For these reasons the third attack fails. The sum-

mons is dismissed. The plaintiff is to pay the defen-
dant's costs.

"Final" determination

It was argued a determination, by definition, must be
"final". Here the determination was made upon an
assumed net lettable area, with a reservation of the
right to review the rental figure if the lessor established
a greater area. This reservation was said to deprive the
determination of required finality. I mention that there
has not been, to date, any challenge by the Ie^sorto the
assumed area.

The requirement of "finality" was said to be an
inherent requirement of a true determination. This
flowed, it was said, from reference to the definition of
"determination" in, for instance, the Shorter Oxford
Dictionary where it is defined to mean "judicial or
authoritative decision or settlement; the action of
definitely ascertaining the position, nature, amount, at
cetera. "

It is to be observed that such definition does riot

import finality. For instance, the definition may apply to
a judicial determination of fact or law because such
determination is binding upon the parties, unless and
until disturbed upon appeal. However, even if disturbed
on appeal. the initial judicial decision is none the less a
"determination". This illustrates that a "determination"

does not have, by definition, any inherent ingredient of
finality.

It is, in my view, an error to translate the concept of
"definite ascertaining of a position" in the definition
quoted to a concept of "finality"

In discussing "finality" in this sense, I am not, of
course, addressing whether the finding of the valuer is
"final" or binding upon the parties in consequence of a
contractual provision of the lease, but rather the
suggested requirement that the finding must be "final"
in the sense of not able to be changed, before it can be
a determination required by the lease.

Similarly, a statement in an explanation of his
determination that if "required by the parties" to make a
determination on a different legal assumption regarding
payment for renovations to that which he in fact made

,-..-~,~~~..~--..- .--- .-

(The above decision is sub^^ctto Crown copyright and
reproduced with permission o11he Crown on condition
that the material is not published by any electronic or
computerised information retrieval system. - Ed. )
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DECISIONS

The summaries appearing before the court decisionspub!ished in The a 4er o n
part of then, dges' grid assessors' decisions and greprovided only as a. riefs" ^, ,
the reported cases. Members are urged notto rely on these summaries for a p
synopsis, but to read the judgments in full.

In the matter of the Rules of the Supreme
CourtofQueensland

and
In the matter of a Leasefrom ANZ

Executors &TrusteeCompany Limited
rid/orQueenslandTreasury Corporation

andThe National Mutual Life Association
of AUStralasia Limited

(In the Supreme Court of Queensland, 10 April 1991,
Mackenzie J. )

Lease interpretation - Effect of words "of aregarded
matters" in lease - Rental determination by valuer
acting as an expert - Lease incentives - Open market
value - Confidentiality clauses.

Lesseeleasedlevels35and36in Central Plaza One,
Brisbane. One of the assumptions of the rent review
determination in the lease was that the premises be
available to lease "without payment of premium,
grantihg of a rent-free period, or the offering of any
other incentive by the landlord".

The lease alsosetouta number of assumptions to be
made in the rentreview determination and a number of
matters to be di^regarded. One of the provisions stating
"the open market rent at the relevant date shall be
4etermined by the expert making the assumptions but
,Isregardng the disregarded matters and having regard
to the open market rental values current arthe relevant
review date .

The lessee sought a declaration under the Supreme ,
Court Rules as to the meaning of this clause, plus
several others,

It was argued by the lessee that "ofsregarchng the
disregarded matters" really meant that any expert
appointed to determine the open market rental should
adjust or discount rental figures to take account of any
incentives or rent-free periods.

The lessors challenged the lessee's rights to seekan
order under the Supreme CourtRules and the meaning
attached to the di^pured clauses.
Held: The expert appointed to determine the open
marketrentalappftcable under the lease would have to
take into account the incentives being paid to other
tenants in the market.

.. I

"4.10. I The open market rent at the relevant Review
Date shall be determined by the Expert (acting
as an expert and not as an arbitrator) and shall
be such as he shall decide should be the Base
Rent for the Premises at the relevant Review
Date making the Assumptions but disregarding
the Disregarded Matters and having regard to
open market rental values current at the
relevant Review Date.

'The Assumptions' means the following
assumptions at the relevant Review Date:
4.31 That the Premises are fit for and fitted out

and equipped for immediate occupation
and use (provided that the review rent
shall notinclude any component to reflect
the worth of any improvements carried
out at the Tenant's expense) and that no
work has been carried out on the Premis-
es by the Tenant, its sub-tenants or their
predecessors in title during the Term
which has diminished the rental value of
the Premises, and if the Premises have
been destroyed or damaged they have
been fully restored.

43.2 That the Premises are available to let by a
willing landlord to a willing tenant, as a
whole, without payment of a premium,
granting of a rent free period or the
offering of any other incentive by the
Landlord. but with vacant possession,
and subject to the provisions of this
Lease (other than the amount of the rent
but including the provisions for rent
review), for a term equal to the Term.

4.33That the covenants contained in this
Lease on the part of the Tenant have
been fully performed and observed

The Disregarded Matters' means
44.1Any effect on rent of the fact that the

Tenant, its sub-tenants ortheir respective
in title have been inpredecessors

occupation of the Premises
44.2 Any goodwill attached to the Premises by

reason of the carrying on at the Premises
of the business of the Tenant. its sub-
tenants or their predecessors in title in
their respective businesses

443Any increase in rental value of the Pre-
mises atIributable to the existence at the
relevant Review Date of any Improve-
merit to the Premises and carried out by

41
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4.3

MACKENZIE J: The applicants seek declarations as to
the true meaning and effect of the provisions relating to
rent review in an instrument of lease of commercial
premises occupied by them on Floors 35 and 36 oilhe
Central Plaza One building. The relevant provisions are
clauses 410.1, 4.3 and 44 of the lease which are in the
following terms:

512 - it VALUER - August 1991
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the Tenant pursuantto the Agreement for
Lease dated October, 1988 or otherwise
with consent where required otherwise
than in pursuance of an obligation to the
Landlord or its predecessors in title
either:

44.31 By the Tenant, its sub-tenants, or
their respective predecessors in
title during the Term, or during
any period of occupation prior
thereto arising out of an agree-
merit to grant such Term, or

44.32 By any Tenant or sub-tenant of
the premises before the coin-
mencement of the Term so long
as the Landlord or its predeces-
sors in title have not since the
Improvement was carried out had
vacant possession of the relevant
part of the Premises. "

The dispute essentially concerns the effect of the
requirement in clause 410.1 that the 'disregarded
matters' be disregarded.

PROFESSIONALLAWOFREALESTATE
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*in this setting. We do nottake into accountthe a6jual
intentions of the parties and forthe very good f6aS~6n
that an investigation of those matters would not only
be time consuming but it would also be unrewarding
as it would tend to give too much weight to these
factors arthe expense of the actual language of the
written contract.
....~.. -,. .... .-..

;-There:. may perhaps be one'.^itnatton in Which'
evidence of the actual intention Offhe parties should
be allowed to prevail overtheir presumed intention. If
It transpires that the parties have refused to include in
the contract a provision which would give effect to
the presumed intention of persons in their position it
may be proper to receive evidence of that refusal.
After all, the court is interpreting the contract which
the parties have made and in that exercise the court
takes into account what reasonable men in that
situation would have intended to convey by the
words chosen. But is it right to carry that exercise to
the point-of placing on the words of the contract a
meaning which the parties have united in rejecting? It
is possible that evidence of mutual intention. if
amounting to concurrence. is receivable so as to
p. egative an inference sought to be drawn from

.itsjinounding circumstances. "

Mr Douglas QC relied particularly on the last pare-
graph quoted. He submitted that this was riot a case in
which it was appropriate to make a determination under
O. 64. The genesis of the argument is to be found in the
affidavit of Arithony Charles Cotter who deposes that
the respondents, who are successors in title to the
owner who originally negotiated the lease have not
been able to have access to the files of Hawthorne,
Cuppaidge and Badgery who were the solicitors then
involved in the transaction, nor those of the previous

One piece of correspondence that they have
obtained relates to the negotiations for the lease and
indicates that a proposed clause 411.4 had been not
incorporated in the lease. That clause had been
proposed by the lessees and was in the following form:
4/14 The landlord will on request by the expert

provide to the expert full details of all coin-
PIeted rental negotiations or determinations
within the building which have occurred within
a period of one year prior to the date of such
request and/or the relevant review date and
such details shall include all matters touching
or concerning such negotiations or determin-
atIons and without limiting the generality of the
foregoing will include full details of any incen-
tive with respectto a transaction referred to by
the landlord either in its submission to the
expert or in response to the expert's request.
The details will be provided by the landlord
within 21 days from the request of the expert. A
copy of such material will also be provided by
the landlord to the tenant and the tenant may
make a written submission to the expert in
respect of it. "

It was submitted by Mr Douglas QC that this was
particularly significant having regard to the interpret.
ation contended for by the respondents and to the
passage from Godeli;a (supra) relied on by them.
However. his submission was not limited to this

:^^;:Ih Is ' c;;^.^,,,;;*jim^j;f^!^,. pnPgip. Is^^.*st:!te$1, :^yt'inag8 'g e'j^^^"j^^!'jilt:68^ftj*o6^tiliaj6^;^,;;!' Y. at jj^^^^s);^'.@686ifti*o6fi^iai6ti^^;^'4'-'. y. ate ^ inn^lib4;57New. south. wa/e;$tit;;^82)-

$. Tile. 'true rule is that evidence of surrounding'
circumstances is admissible to assist in the inter,
pretation of the contract ifthe language is ambiguous',
or susceptible of more than one meaning. But it is not
admissible to contradict the language of the contract
when it has a plain meaning. Generally speaking
facts existing when the contract was made will not be
receivable as part of the surrounding circumstances
as an aid to construction, unless they were known to
both parties, although. as we have seen, ifthe facts
are notorious knowledge of them will be presumed.
"It is here that a difficulty arises with respect to the
evidence of prior negotiations. Obviously the prior
negotiations will tend to establish objective back-
ground facts which were known to both parties aria
the subject matter of the contract. To the extent to
which they have this tendency they are admissible.
But in so far as they consist of statements and
actions of the parties which are reflective of their
actual intentions and expectations they are not
receivable. The point is that such statements and
actions reveal the terms of the contract which the
parties intended or hoped to make. They are super-
seded by. and merged in, the contract itself. The
object of the parol evidence rule is to exclude them,
the prior oral agreement of the parties being in-
admissible in aid of construction, though admissible
in an action for rectification.
"Consequently when the issue is which of two or
more possible meanings is to be given to a contrac-
tual provision we look, not to the actual intentions,
aspirations or expectations of the parties before or at
the time of the contract, except in so far as they are

owner

expressed in the contract, but to the objective
mework of facts. within -which the contract came

I existehce. and to the parties' presumed intention
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particular matter. It extended to the proposition that
until all aspects of the negotiations had been scruti-
nised the respondents could not be certain that there
were no other factors affecting the interpretation of the
written instrument.

The proposed clause 411.4 would have taken its
place in the lease in connection with procedures for
resolving differences in the event of lessors and
lessees failing to agree on the rental following its
review. Clause 483 provides that if the parties fail to
agree within 60 days of service of the review notice the
sum of rental is to be determined by an expert pursuant
to clause 4.10. That sum becomes the rental. Clause
411.1 obliges the expert to advise the parties forthwith
of his appointment and 411.2 permits each to make a
written submission to him within 21 days of that notice.

I digress to say, for the sake of completeness, that
the lessees also proposed a clause 4.118 which would
have provided for a right of reply to the initial
submissions to the expert within a prescribed time. It is
not relevant therefore for present purposes except to
indicate that clause 4.11 appears to have been as much
concerned with questions of procedure rather than
substance.

To come to a conclusion on the preliminary objection
it is convenient to construe prima facie what the
relevant provision of the lease means forthe purpose of
determining whether on any view the deletion of the
proposed clause 411.4 or any undisclosed aspect of
the discussions leading up to the execution of the lease
might conceivably affect the issue of the meaning of
clause 410.1.

$:tintiert}16 lease the expert's dutyj$, to. .determine_the"
p ^if. market'rent:Titjs to be determined in accord-
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existence of improvements to the premises carried
out by the tenant pursuant to the lease or with the
landlord's consent;

(iv) any cash premium, rent-free period or other
Incentive which may be payable by a lessor to a
lessee for a lease or entry into a lease or to
compensate a lessee for costs of relocating.

Once again if one eliminates these matters as factors
in determining the rental the purpose of the exercise. in
my view, Is to eliminate factors distorting the true value
of the premises. Viewed in that way and having regard
to the context in which the proposed clause 411.4
would have appeared, there is not. in my view, any
cogent reason for supposing that its deletion affects
what would otherwise be the irresistible inference as to
the intention of the parties.

(a) he is to make the "assumptions";
(b) he is to disregard the "disregarded matters"; and
(c) he is to have regard to open market rental values

current at the relevant review date.

The "assumptions" are in summary the following:
co that the premises are in for and fitted out for

immediate occupation and use and the rental value
has neither been enhanced nor diminished b\,
anything done by the tenants;

(ii) that the premises are available to let with vacant
possession by a willing landlord to a willing tenant
without payment of a premium, the granting of a
rent free period or the offer of any other incentive
by the landlord;

(iii)that the covenants by the tenant have been
performed.

The consequence of making these assumptions, in
my view, is that finding the open market rental value of
premises unaffected by factors that would distort that
value is the object of an exercise
Airhe "'disregarded matters" are:'

co any effect on the rent of the fact that the tenants
have been in occupation;

(ii) any goodwill attaching to the premises by reason of
carrying on the business of tenants on the
premises;

(iii) any increase in rental value attributable to the

The only inference that can be drawn concerning the
deletion, in my view, is that for some reason, most likely
the preservation of commercial confidentiality, the
landlords were not willing to provide information con-
cerning incentives of tenants in Central Plaza One to
the expert as part of his process of making his
determination. It is true that this may make his task
more difficult because he would have to rely on less
reliable information as to such incentives and the like.
Nonetheless that is not. in my view. a factorthat affects
the plain meaning of the relevant provisions. I am not
prepared to find that the fact that the proposed clause
4,114 was deleted could affectthe intention expressed
in the written instrument.

Mr Douglas QC submitted that if allowances were
made in the process of assessing the open marketrent
for any cash premium, rent-free period or other
incentive, that could not be said to be disregarding
those matters. I do not accept this. The critical element
of the exercise is to ascertain the open market rent for
the premises. What has to be disregarded is the
distortion of the true values that may occur if factors
such as cash premiums, rent free periods or other
Incentives have an effect on the rental actually paid by a
tenant of premises which are being used as coinpar-
able premises in the process of valuing. To achieve a
true level of value it is those distortions that have to be
disregarded. To treat "disregard" as the equivalent of
'ignore achieves the result that a true value is not

achieved

On the broader issue that ifthe respondents have the
opportunity to peruse all material relevant to the
negotiations they may discover something that will
affect the true construction of the agreement, I am of
the view that, given what seems to me to be a quite
uriambiguous expression of principle in the words used
in the document, it would be remarkable if information
casting a shadow of ambiguity over it was discovered

In allthe circumstances I am satisfied that this is a
case in which I can proceed to a determination under
O. 64.

It is clear from what I have said that the proper
interpretation of the lease entitles the applicants to
succeed in principle. The respondents advanced an
argument that I should riot make a declaration as that
may be an unnecessary step

In support of this proposition an affidavit of Philip
Ross Willington, a registered valuer. was tendered to
the effect that there was a sufficient cross-section of

.
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premises, compareble to the applicants' premises, for
the purpose of assessing marketrentalwhere the rental
was struck without any premiums, rent-free periods,
Incentives or the like being offered or given by the
landlord. Therefore a valuer could determine from that
cross-section a free market rent for the applicants'
premises or other premises in Central Plaza One
without the need to consider any cases in which
incentives and the like were offered. Therefore, it would
become academic and unnecessary to enter upon any
consideration of the proper approach to "disregarded
matters".

It will, of course, be entirely for the expert to decide
whether he can perform his task in the way suggested
by Mr Willington or whether he feels it necessary to
take premises in which incentives and the like have
been offered into account as well in performing his
valuation. Nothing in this judgment is intended to
impose a fetter on his independent professionaljudg-
merit in that regard.

PROFESSIONALLAWOFREALESTATE
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owever. the question of how he approaches th
question of valuation if he does take into acco I
premises where there have been incentives and Ih
like offered is separate and distinctfrom the question f
what premises he takes into account. If he decides I
alle t 'kh yOPinionthereis
if he is not given guidance as to the proper meanin of
clause 410.1. Therefore I am not satisfied that I should
refrain from making a determination of the true meanin
and effect of the lease.

My opinion as to the meaning of the relevant
provisions has been set out in the foregoing parts of
these reasons. Having regard to this, all that is
necessary in my view Is to make a declaration in terms
of paragraph 3 of the summons filed on March 8 1991. I
declare accordingly. The respondents are ordered to
pay the applicants' costs of and incidental to the
application including any reserved costs to be taxed.
(Members should note that The Valuer has been
advised that the above decision I^; on appeal. - Edrtoi)
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Ropart Pry Ltd
V.

Kern Corporation Limited and
Superannuation Fund Investment Trust &

Anor.

(/n the Supreme Court of New South Wales, Equity
Division, 15 May 7991, Ro/fe J. )

Sub-lease - Rentreviews - Appointment of valuer for
determination of rental- Matters the value, shall and
shall not have regard for in determining the current
annual rental value - Lease incentives.

Challenge by the tenant of level 43 of Grosvenor
Place, Sydney, arguing the valuer appointed to deter
mine rent review should have regard to lease incen-
tives when calculating market rental. The lease pro-
vided that the valuer should take no account of lease
incentives, but should take account of the rental of
similar premises.

The lessee 819ued that on a true construction of the
lease, a proper determinatibn of the rents of similar
premises must involve consideration of the incentives
finked to the rents of similar premises.

Held that as the padres in the contract had specified
that IhcentiVes were to be disregarded then that Is what
should happen. Not up to the parties to rewrite the
contract into what the parties had entered

Lessee also argued that as Incentives '1781d or
payable to the lessee" were to be excluded from the
valuer's consideration. non-cash incentives (which
could not be '77aid'? should be considered by the
valuer.

Held: Non-cash incentives could be said to be '77aidor
payable" and, thus, incentives were not to be con-
sidered by the valuer
Rolfe J: The plaintiff, as sub-!essee, and the first
defendants, as sub-lessors. entered into a registered
sub-lease. No. X925185. for the whole of level 43
Grosvenor Place, Sydney, on 4 May 1989/1 provided
for a commencement date of 6 June 1988 and for an

initial term of eight years. The plaintiff has the option to
renew for two further terms each of five years.

PROFESSIONALLAWOFREALESTATE

The sub-lease provides for a review of the minimum
rent, the initial procedures for which Ifind unnecessary
to state in these reasons. It then provides that in the
event of there being no agreement between the parties
as to the current annual rental value to be applied for a
rent increase, a valuer is to be appointed to determine
that value. Such valuer is to act as an expert and not as
an arbitrator and is required pursuant to clause
3.6(b)(iv). subject to clause 36(c)(ii), to consider

"representations in writing submitted in accordance
with clause 3.6(b)(vi) hereof by the lessor and the
lessee as to the current annual rental value of the
demised premises at the relevant review date".
It was common ground that alithings necessary had

been done to bring aboutthe appointment of a valuerto
carry out the rent review

The basic dispute between the parties is, in effect. to
which matters the valuer shall have regard and shall not
have regard in determining the current annual rental
value. The immediately relevant provision is clause
3.6(c), which provides:

"(c)(I)The valuer appointed pursuant to Clause
3.6(b)(i) hereof shall establish what the current
annual rental value of the demised premises will
be is or was at the relevant review date having
regard to all matters which in the opinion of the
valuer are relevant and having regard to the
following specific criteria:
(aa) the demised premises as first class coin-

mercial office premises; and
(bb)the current annual rental value of other

commercial office premises in the Central
Business District of the City of Sydney
being premises of a quality, nature, size
and location similar to the demised prem-
ises; and

(cc) taking no account of any goodwill antibu-
table to the demised premises by reason
of the trade, business or activity carried on
therein by the lessee; and

(dd)taking no account of the fact of any
premium and/or other inducement paid or
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payable to the lessee to take this lease;
and

(ee)taking no account of the fact of any
premium and/or other inducement then
being paid or payable to a lessee in relation
to that lessee's taking a lease of any
premises referred to in clause 3.6(c)(i)(bb)
hereof or of any other premises; and

(in taking no account of the relevance of the
fact that any relocation cost would be
payable by the lessee moving from the
demised premises and/or by any lessee
moving from any premises referred in
clause 3.6(c)(i)(bb) hereof or from any
other premises; and

(gg) taking into accountthatthe base amount of
lessor's outgoings will be updated as at the
relevant review date and the date by
reference to which such updating will be
effected; and

(hh) taking no account of the fact that partition-
ing is included in the demised premises;
and

(ii) the terms conditions provisions and agree-
merits contained in this lease.

(ii)The valuer shall not take into account any fact.
matter or thing including any written repre-
sentation referred to in clause 3.6(b)(vi) hereof
which is not consistent with the criteria referred
to in clause 3.6(c)(i) hereof.

(d) To the extent that any of the specifi(; criteria
referred to in clauses 3.6(c)(i)(aa)-(hh) b6th inclu-
sive hereof are inconsistent with the specific
criteria referred to in clause 3.6(c)(i)(ii) hereof the
specific criteria referred to in clauses 3.6(c)(i)(aa)-
(hh) both inclusive hereof shall prevail"

Unaided by submissions and reference to a decision
on a somewhat similar clause. I would have come to the
conclusion that in determining that value. the valuer
would first have regard to all matters which, in his
opinion, are relevant. He would then have regard to the
Roecific criteria and, in so doing, he would take into

30untthe matters specified in sub-paragraphs (aa), '
(bb), (gg) and (ii). He would also take into account any
fact, matter or thing referred to in clause 3.6(b)(vi) not
inconsistent with the criteria referred to in clause
3.6(c)(i). Equally I consider that the valuer would not
take into account, or would ignore or disregard, the
matters referred to in sub-paragraphs (cc) to (ff)
inclusive.

If the valuer adopted this course he would not
increase the rental value because of any goodwillfactor
or because partitioning is included in the demised
premises. On the other hand, conformably with the
agreement of the parties. he would not decrease the
rental value having regard to the matters specified in
sub, paragraphs!dq):,!g, ^!.,.^Q4:,.'ro"""~' ' '

,rina':!aer^'fly^j^,*61^^6. '. opinion;^that. *thetworqs:
'!taking rid^'ccouni6f" require the valuerto ignore orto,
diet6'tiara'^11'6'Thatters pf which the contract states that'
he's to take no 'accountrEqually, "'When"the valuer is f

PROFESSIONALLAWOFREALESTATE

The defendants contend for the prima facie view to
which I would come. The plaintiff. however, submits
that the starting point is the requirement that the valuer
shall ascertain the current annual rental value. Firstly.
the plaintiff stresses that the requirement is not to find
the current annual rental, but rather the current annual
rental value.

It submits that there is a distinction between these
two concepts. The submission runs that one is not
looking merely for a "current annual rental" ie, as I
understand it. a figure which properly reflects those
concepts. but rather "the current annual rental value",
which, it is submitted, is different from "the current
annual rental" and is the value derived by adjusting the
current annual rental for the effect of an inducement or
premium as referred to in sub-clauses (dd) and (ee).
The submission is that the valuer is directed, pursuant
to sub-clause (bb), to find the current annual rental
value of what may be described shortly as compareble
premises. The submission then runs that in order to
remove what is said to be a possible distortion in that
value. ms necessary firstly to determine if any premium
and/or other inducement was paid in relation to such
compareble premises and, if it was, to remove the
so-called distortion by "taking no account of the fact"
that the premium and/or other inducement had been
paid or was payable. Thus, it is said, one comes back to
what is required under sub-clause (b), namely "the
current annual rental value" for compareble premises.

It is further submitted that sub-clause (ee) reminds
the valuer

"that his task is not to take at face value the rental
shown in the lease of compareble premises (since
such rental may be inflated because an inducement
has been offered) but rather to adjust that rental by
removing the influence of the inducement and
thereby derive the annual rental value. It is that value
that he then uses to establish the current annual
rental value of the demised premises and not the
actual rental since that may include the effect of the
premium or inducement. Only in this way can the
valuer satisfy the obligation in sub-clause (ee) to take
no account of any premium or inducement. "
This submission does not indicate how the matters

referred to in the other sub-clauses requiring the
"taking no account of" apply. The words "taking no
account of" in each of the sub-clauses must. in my
opinion, have the same meaning. Further, so it seems
to me, the words are the opposite of "taking into
account" as used in sub-clause (99). Thus. where the
parties have agreed that the valuer shall take a matter
Into account they have said so in positive terms and
without any apparent difficulty.

It also seems to me that the submission overlooks
the way in which the clause is structured. The specific
criteria are cumulative. Thus. the valuer must have
regard to the matters specified and no regard 10 the
matters of which he is to take no account. In other
words he builds up a figure from the positive matters he
is required to consider. and does not adjust that figure,
either upwards or downwards, by reference to the
matters he is required not to take into account. In this
way, so it seems to me, the parties by their agreement
provide how he is to arrive at the current annual rental
value.

a

*redtyired:to_take-into. account a. matter, eg sub-91auSe
(g^^:3:inaris. a: matter to which he' must"have-f^gald.
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It may be, as was submitted on behalf of the plaintiff, and thus remove what he des
that there is some degree of artificiality about this the valuation. Hence, the sub, i, adjStO, lionn
approach. But, as was submitted on behalf of the Sub. Clause(bb)wasquaiifjedb, ,, b. , ."'"GC!-Ihal
defendants, anyvaluationprocessnecessarilyinvolves Sense that to achieve the value c, ,, ''" '
a degree of artificiality. In these circumstances one ..!0101e!. Su. I^:91a, qse, I^610^f'^q^I\^,,, ,,;'y 'must looktotheformulalaiddown by the parties in their j" "}e*"as'I'd " re' ^liste6jjj&'ibid"~'^b'!b'' '

In my opinion this approach is strengthened by ;^I^{'""''' "^''1^^-'foul^;.^"'
agreement to determinehowtheyhaveagreedthe .,... S , ,-- , and-then- "" ~"*

referencetoclause(ii), whichexpresslyprohibitsthe ,,,. t*^11';^ 0j^'88^'S"'t. ^I;;:a^j^'^^!^,,..,, J''
,, ,, "..' ' ';art*tSTaR:i~:'~*'~tr'Tf:t::'~':d~~~""""'~""'"",'*"P);:
In in o inion the proper way to approach the #!itij6%^it;\n'^^;by^'jib';:jails6(bb).'Thetuttij^F1j^^it^^;

"''a^i. ^.^!b*, 111.0;. I!!98t!!at, *!!!g&:!a!.!491^s;, to. ,. e$ta^lis^j^ba, il namely the ^ifficulty, in any event. which perhaps ari, ,,"''a^i. ^.^!b*, 111.0;. I!!98t!!;;;*!!!g&:!a!.!491^s;:to. ,. e$ta^lis^j^ba, il name yt g .I ICU ty, in any event. which perhaps arise,,""' "" Q!!^!.;^Otaniai^;o111h6;demis. g^,^I^JOISgs, ,at, . in ascertaining whether a premium and perhaps more
' e a Ie av 'a^feed;!hat, {q, 5,1bgj, ;pi!^^^. e, b^. is, to. - Particularly^nyotherinducementhasbeengjven. on,

are're ar . da .matters, which. he:^6ns!^. ers relev^fit* Would anticipate these to be matters of confidentiality

*- ' ' ' '1n^'j^^a^fit6. ^88'8tij;t\6^, Iyjh^"f' cases, thatthe valuerwouldbeabletoobtainanyorany. . ..*.*.,. trr. ...;,.~'.':r4, ."4;ea. '.*'*. '"., t.

""""' *<*it-- whythepartiesdeterminedthatnoaccountshouldbe
The parties have also agreed that the valuer is to taken of such matters.

PROFESSIONALLAWOFREALESTATE

have regard to the specific criteria. which, as I have
said, are cumulative. He is to make the assumption
provided for in sub-clause (aa) and he is to have regard
to premises, re in the Central Business District,
compareble in physical attributes and position as stated
in sub-clause (bb). He is also to take into accountthe
matter specified in sub-clause (99) and the terms,
conditions, provisions and agreements of the lease.
Clause 3.6(ii) precludes his taking into account "any

'I

fact, matter orthing ... which is riotconsistentwith the regard to, the valuer must then adjust that figure by
criteria". Therefore, if he takes into account a matter referenceto mattersspecified in sub-clauses (cc)to in)
which in his opinion is relevant. he must ceasetotake it and (hh), in so far as any of them are applicable.
into account, andnotallowhisvaluationtobeaffected .'.
by it. ifitisnotconsistentwiththecriteria. '' onlysub-clause(ee), andthatportionofsub-clause(in,

The criteria lay down five matters prefaced by the which deals with the matters raised in sub-clause (bb),
words "taking no account of". If one takes sub-clause can have this qualifying effect. The matters raised in

_.,!CG). and sub. clause. (hh). as*examples, a. valuer, .may sub-clauses (ee), (dd). portion of (in and (hh) relate to
^!>49^;^, a^!^^"gq9;!.^!!!.^.tt^4^S*^!agl. is^.d', the demised premises, and not to the figure revealed

Premises:Or-:the, I^!!^ th^:SI^,,^19 I q^^9,191^. elf' by sub-clause (bb). This is so because the figure in that

*. head6s;b. b. is. riotfulfillingthe, contractual. -presd^I^tidn5, -* P ,
Ifor etermining'the value. Similarly, ifthere had been a ' by the plaintiff. one would have to construe the words
payment' by way of premium or inducement to the "taking, o0.4cpount of" differentl within the same
plaintiff to take the sub-lease that is a factorofwhich the clause ;N6j'6hj'j^jhi^', in in' Q in ion;inconsistent, arith.
valuermaynottakeaccount ;accepte, c^'j^.^^nani^^if^11^litdij:^':166;^ifi;;ibidl. ;docu=,*

lithe construgtjQn I have. so far applied is riot correct ,.~merit;"ni"jilt;*'^Inst^1166'61n6166:t"'W6t^^:!^:^h:61N:jb'61t*!he

what, as a matt^} of plain En. ^lish:^hey. Say. .Iriso!ne ^:^::*y'^j^);;butt&'^'t;^^'^^t6jifi6. :6ch'tratj;.. 161h6. Wilde. ..,....._ *,....**,. ..

When the parties wished to state that a matter was to be ";\alq^t, lt^., ig. 601^PELeav^ out. ^IC^11^Ide. !atiQjI. h^:fad. ^1.1*
taken into account, they had no difficulty in saying so: 'diet^i^t^h6^"toil^win^'11^8':^'a"I^'618;;:Hence^;116:^auger
egsub-clause(99). (bb)isnottobeconstruedsubjecttosub-clause(ee).

t .

As I understand it, the submission of the plaintiff is
that sub-clause (ee) is a qualification on sub-clause
(bb), in that the value is arrived at after varying the value
otherwise arising from sub-clause (bb) by an amount
which takes account of the fact specified in sub-clause
(ee). Ifthat mode of construction is correct, consistency
demands that having arrived at a figure on the facts
assumed and specified in sub-clauses (aa), (99) and (ii)
and from the information the valuer is entitled to have

Mr Gze!I of Queen's Counselfor the plaintiff. in his
careful submissions, drew particular attention to sub-
clauses (bb) and (ee). He submitted that what had to be
achieved was the current rental value in accordance

with sub-clause (bb), re by reference to properties
compareble in the way to which I have referred. He said
that to achieve this value one had to eradicate a matter

idiosyncratic to the leasing of any particular premises,

As I have said before the various sub-clauses are
cumulative and, in my opinion, each sets out a
requirement or criterion to be applied or disregarded by
the valuer

In the result I am of the opinion that where the

,, sub-lease provides in clause 3.6(c)(i) for 'it^. king^noh
^;account" of specific criteria, upon a proper constfticti6ii~

of the document the valuer is not to take account, for
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any purpose, of such matters.

'a. .. I. on "'\;jail{6'71.6^^6b':'." 0"' a6 "61n:jet"'Ifi?Ih
ina -. !9 0 .*.. ,, 9,999!$- .. .,, e

I 10nan eNaj!pnal'Mint!e!!,!.!t^11.4. ^;$9^atIbnof
the clause, being construed by his Honour, stated;

,.
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"The open market rent at the relevant review date
shall be determined by the expert (acting as an
expert and riot as an arbitrator) and shall be such as
he shall decide should be the base rent for the

premises at the relevant review date making the
assumptions but disregarding the disregarded mat-
ters and having regard to open market rental values
current at the relevant review date".

The assumptions are set forth and they require the
valuerto assume a series offacts. Being assumptions,
the valuer might well be valuing on a basis which does
not accord with the true facts. eg the premises may not
be fit for immediate occupation; or the premises may
not be available to be let by a willing landlord to a willing
tenant as a whole, without payment of a premium,
granting of a rent-free period orthe offering of any other
incentive by the landlord; or the premises may have
been damaged but not have been fully restored; or the
covenants in the lease may not have been fully
performed or observed by the tenant. But the valuer
must assume alithe assumptions. contrary to what may
be the true facts

,, Then the document sets forth "The Disregarded
nilatters", to the matters the valuer was directed by the
'contract to disregard. Once again these matters may or
may riot exist. The simple factis the contract directs the
valuer to disregard them.

His Honour. after summarising the assumptions,
said:

"The consequence of making these assumptions, in
my view. is that finding the open market rental value
of premises unaffected by factors that would distort
that value is the object of the exercise".
His Honour does not explain this statement further,

nor does he analyse the provision to demonstrate what
he describes as "the object of the exercise". The
object of the judicial exercise, as I understand it, is to
construe the words used to give effect to the intention
of the parties thereby arising. Whatthe parties required,
under the contract as I read it, to be found was "the
open market rent", not open market rental value. The
finding of the open market rent was to be done making
the assumptions, disregarding the disregarded matters
and having regard to current open market rental values.
Allthe assumptions seem to be tied back to the
demised premises. The first two assumptions refer to
the "premises", which, I believe, must mean the
demised premises. and the third assumption relates to
"covenants contained in the lease". In these circum-

stances. I do not understand how making the assump-
tions would in any way affect the open market rental
value of other premises. That will be determined in
another way. What I consider the valuer was called
upon to do was to have regard to open market rental
values and then apply them to the demised premises
assuming the matters offact relating to those premises
set forth in the assumptions. The making of the

assumptions in no way relates to other premises and.
therefore, in my respectful opinion. could not remove
any factor "that would distort" the open market rental
value of such premises. The distortion, rather. could
arise from making the assumptions and applying open
market rental values to the demised premises where
the assumptions may or may not apply
-. His Honour, uses. this_reasoning when he considers

$11jje*, Disr^garded .Matters", He said. ;
"Once again if one eliminates these matters as
factors in determining the rental the purpose of the
exercise. in my view, Is to eliminate factors distorting
the true value of the premises".
His Honour then referred to a submission "that if

allowances were made in the process of assessing the
open market rent for any cash premium, rent-free
period or other incentive. that could not be said to be
disregarding those matters". His Honour did not accept
that submission. I would have. He said:

"The critical element of the exercise is to ascertain
the open market rent forthe premises. What has to
be disregarded is the distortion of the true values that
may occur if factors such as cash premiums,
rent-free periods and other incentives have an effect
on the rental actually paid by a tenant of premises
.which are being used as coinparab!e premises in the
process of valuing. To achieve a true level of value it
Is those distortions that have to be disregarded. To
treat 'disregard' as the equivalent of 'ignore'
achieves the resultthat a true value is not achieved".

If I may say so, with respect, this line of reasoning
seeks to re-write the contract into which the parties
entered. The matters set forth in clauses 44.1 to 44.3
of the lease before his Honour are matters peculiar to
the particular demised premises. The fourth matter is
quite general and. as it is not set forth in his Honour's
judgment, I shall state it here:

4!AnyCash premium;'rent-free period or other irLcef!.".-.

$1^I^'^s^^16t5^hT^ingjj!In^^^:^;'tiff6i^6thI^'61;^at^,. .
;$'*I^,t, RE****,:***:^.,*, g' ipri .
"The problem, as I see it, is that the only sub-clause

which could have the effect of removing "distortions of
the true value" of compareble premises is sub-clause

518 - in' VALUER - August 1991

4.44. Therefore, one must say, so it seems to me, that
the valuer must disregard the matters set forth in
sub-clauses 44.1 to 4.43, but not those set forth in
sub-clause 4.44. In my opinion, this fails to give effect
to the intention of the parties as indicated by the words
used. If a matter is to be disregarded that means,
according to ordinary English, that no regard. attention
or consideration is to be paid to it. If it is intended that a
qualification should be placed upon the method of
valuing by requiring that having ascertained a factual
matter, an adjustment shall then be made to accommo-
date any perceived distorting factor, it seems to me that
ordinary principles of drafting would incorporate the
qualification within the primary obligation. In the case
before his Honour, as in the present case, matters
either to be disregarded or not to be taken into account
are specifically designated

In so far as his Honour's decision may be seen as
dealing with matters of construction with which I am
presently concerned I would, respectfully. decline to
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follow it. In taking the view of the wording o11he meanin de end I' I

46n^^t^^*itI^;\^^^^:Q"q"h', Isubstituteforthatthecontextinwhichth^ ord q

^,,,::^^^^-I '^^i^;,--in;':;;:^!I;"^^t:;,:^^ ,,^;,**,46n^^tit^*j*18^'e^:67*^a. a ,t Ianb^muteforthatth^pont^^I^wit^th^,., d q
I O "^:^in^;;!g^I":9.9j^;;.,$, y!!;^;)^j: .e. ,,*, .;;!I^:PI^^Se, (ee, ^!;g;!!9, cqgsj^;e. nt. !y, ,with, a. ,^sensible, ,*

13-,- .' "' 'Mr Tobias, 'Of Queen's Counselforthedefendant,135.1, ...:.... useortedefendant,
The Conclusion to which I have come resol, ,, Ih S'bmitted that if this approach were taken it would

matter for present purposes, save perhaps for one 'Y" ' '''e'hat anomalous consequence. He sub-
Submission. It was submitted that the construction in' ' ' O'eCOU aVeaSitUationwheretherewas
Contended for by the defendants resulted in, ri, rtjfi, i, i a "rent'ree holiday", in which circumstance there
.. srucionconene orbythe and, therefore. th tt to

for arithe reasons I have sought to indicate. This, I '''''e (eg)- On the Other hand he submitted one could
appreciate, is in an areawhere almost of necessity th, '''e a Situation Where there was a payment of rent
artificiality. However, on reading the clauses I h, ,, ''der Sub~Clause (ee). The wider construction oven
CornetOthefirmconclusion, for reasonsjhaveaj, ,, d '''es Such a result. The anomaly is, therefore,

grea a engt, t at the parties v' t h'
to approach his task. The construction contended for by MrTObiaSSUbmitted that Ishoulda^. op't^ e^;proaC
the plaintiffis, in my opinion, contrary to the words of taken by the House of Lords in ^'/indene Estates I
that formula and does not give effect to it. ;'LimitedV- White 0960/4C. 528. He':^lib^lit6'd*thanfSipfifft^'\a6i^"I'll^'*\Bra"'I;gymeht"'has'a wide'me n' '*;"

Ihavenowdealtwiththemainsubmissionsmadeon "'Unless the contextr6 uires itt b "
behalf of the parties. A subsidiary submission was meaning:perViscountSimo d t
made. in the eventofmycoming to the conclusion to Radcliffeatpage542. MrTobia I I'
which Ihave. as to the matters the valuermaynottake was said by Lord Evershed ' th
into account pursuant to sub-clause (ee). It was CourtofAppea1(1959)IQBlat a e15. Forr I

'.^ITay^^',;18/1/16j$".""'7:"':'-;"- ' ,.'rig. in919, !b^^^,,*^It . is to be preferred.
illb, ^r^. weig, rid:Such payment, the factthatthe amo. !lot. ,. ,. a^'::t6'Ih^~^76^f'i;SIT^!;!:6fi^fillf*I^I^?\~*,;-;Plies;$!QOS;:

!%;-^^I^^^,q^^gd, as, a. Cash. sum;;was, riotsufticiejtjQ; "'to^TeleV:inn^'8:6'S w^;. I^;;Us^^::j;;16^:'6:5j^fli"6*~"""
support oft^e definition for w!Iiqh. he contended, rel^d 3b^'!61^^H^^;;~anat;67^:{11'61~~~ "~~~~ - - '.-.-.'^ .'

', e'venue'v:Styohn'scollege;'okft;tat!^^^,^^-^^!-^?;-: i- I^... .:. ' ''de 6fafi'I' ^aji^;^meni". finsH'a'66^:^^t
reliancewasplaceduponapassagefromthejudgmerlt accommodates. . d, . .. '., Cion
of RowlattJatpage638. Particularreliancewasplaced iums, button d y Prem-
uponhisLordship'shaving heldthatthesurrenderofa moneyterms. Th qnSin
leaseisnotapayment. achieved Ucionis

This, so it was submitted, indicated. the proper
hence toth ,"",, ai, " 47g, .,-,"*"

wasalsoplaced upon. 'K4ii^^He"8'65"t8'%;Yi^at^W
(1978) 78 ATC 29 where. 'in 'considering the Income
Tax Assessment Act, various statements are made in
that case as to the circumstances in which payment
may be made forthe purposes of the section of the Act
there under consideration. I do not, with respect,
consider that this case advanced the submissions
made on behalf of the plaintiff. No doubt after consider-

,able research, I was also referred to the authorit . of
;^', 83f!@eveJ, .,&'Anor. (1987) (3) SA 4Q, .;^. decision offh^

the court held that the word "payment" has both a wide
as well as a narrow meaning. The headnote states:

"In its wide sense it means the satisfaction or
performance of an obligation. In its narrow sense it
means something which can be calculated in money.
Whether the word is 10 be given a wide or literal

PROFESSIONALLAWOFREALESTATE
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Mr Tobias submitted I should have regard to certain
extrinsic evidence in aid of the construction for which
he contended. Mr Gzell opposed the tender of such
evidence which I admitted subject to relevance and
which became Exhibit 1.1 have notfound it necessa
to have regard to that evidence in coining to in
conclusions.

Attoe request of the parties I propose to publish in
reasons. The parties can then bring in short minutes of
order to give effect to the views I have expressed.

It is sufficient. in conclusion, to say that in my opinion
the words in the sub-lease "taking no account of"
require the valuerto ignore or disregard the matters so
referred to. I am further of the opinion that the words
"paid" or "payable' have the wider meaning to which I
have referred.

The short minutes of order should make provision,
unless the parties agree upon a different order, for

laintiff to pay the defendants' costs of the ro-
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CQURTDEcisioNs
110CM, 4-, Vs" 04S, ^;:-

The sarinmczrz'es @ppe@ring batore the court deczsto"spub!z^hed in The
V@!we? 6-LandEconomist do nor/o777z p@rt of theja, dges'"rid assessors'
dec, 'sions @73d @reprot, a'ded only as a brz'<IswiningDJ of the reported
cases. Members are 3478ed720tto rely on these summarz'es/or@ complete
synopsis, bartto read the 7'2, dgements fitfulI.

4-~ " ~ ,, V

Intrie Matter ofthe Rules of the Supreme
Court of Queerusland

and

Inn^e Matterofa Lease fronithe Colonial
Mutual LifeAssurance Society Limited to
H. W. TasalServices PtyLtd(asservice

Trust forHolmans Solicitors)
and

In The Matter of a further Lease between
the Colonial Mutual Life Assurance Society
Litrtited andH. W. TasalServices PryLtd (as

ServiceTrust forHolmans Solicitors)
<1n the Supreme Court of Queensland, 16 June 1992.
DowsettJ. )
DowsettJ: The Colonial Murual Life Assurencc Society
Limited <1he respondent) is rhc registered proprietor of
certain land at 300 Queen Street. Brisbane, on which are
erected commercial premises. H. W. Tasal Services Pry Lad
is the registered lessee of certain parts of those prenxises
pursuantto two registered leases.

The second appendix to each lease provides
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary elsewhere herein
contained or implied the rental payable hereunder shall be
reviewed at the date of the expiration of each successive pe-
riod stated in Ilem 6 of the Fourth Appendix herero in
accordance wi, h the following provisions
I. On or within three months before or at any lime after the
expiration of each successive period stated in Item 6 of the
Fourth Appendix nete, o during the said term, coinpuicd
from the dare of commencemcni of this ICJsc. Irui riot Iaicr
than Ihe following ren, adjustmcn, dare as litrcin"ficr
defined. the Lessor may give notice 10 the I, CSScc Ihai it c, ,n
siders that Ihe annual marker rcn, al value of 111c dcmiscd
premises exclusive of the cost of cleaning has increased roan
amount stared in the noiicc and that it requires Ihc unnu"I
rental payable hereunder to bc incrcascd 10 UTC amount SII
stared as from rhe date of commencement of the next suc-
ceeding period stared in Item 6 oral, c Fourth Appendix 11crc-
to (if the said notice is given before the reni adjustment dare)
or the current period stared in kern 6 or the Fourtli APPCndix
here, 0 (if the said norice is given on or after the rcn, adjust-
merit dare) (such dare of commencement being herein callcd
in each instance the rent adjustment dare'). If tile Lessee.
having been given such a notice. does nor. within 21 da s
after the dale of service thereofus provided in pangnipli 2(")
of this Appendix, onjeer in writing to the alteration to Ih"
rental required thereby, such alteration shall rake effect and
the annual rental. payable hereunder shall increase co the
amouni specified in the notice as from the rent adjustment
dale.

at^

2. If the Lessee considers in any case that the annual market
rental specified by the Lessor by notice pursuanr to pare-
graph (1) of this Appendix is nor the current annual market
rental value or the demised premises for the relevant period
the following provisions shall apply:
(2) The Lessee may. by notice in wrtring to the Lessor within
21 days after service pursuant 10 paragraph (1) of this
Appendix of the notice spedfying the same, require the rent
to be determined by two valuers Clieing members of the
Australian Institure of Valuers practising in the Central
Business District of Brisl, anc), one to be selected by each
parry. and Ihc said value, s shall jointly delcmiine the current
annual markci r"mai value ,>f the dcmised premises for the
relevant period. If the said valuers are unable to agree u on
the currcnt annual market rental value of the demised premis-
CS tilen the question shall be referred for derenninarion to a
third valucr. similarly qualified. to lie appointed by the
President for Ihe lime being of the Division of the Australian
Insti, une of Valuen; in the Stale of Queensland at the request
of either of the said valuers. All of the said valuers shall act as
experts and riot as arbitrators and their decision(s) shall be
final and binding on the Lessor and the Lessee PROVIDED
HOWEVER that such delemiincd rent shall norm an case be
less than the rental payable hereunder immediately prior to
the relevant Tenr adjusrmen, date PROVIDED FURTHER
THAT if the Lessee shall riot appoint a valuer as aforesaid
within 14 days after notice to him in writing by the Lessor
requiring him to do so then the alteration referred to in
clause I of this Second Appendix shall, ake effec, and the
annual rental pay, ble hereunder shall increase to the amount
specified in the notice given pursuant 10 that clause as from
the relevant rent adjustment dare
(b) Thc current annual markct rental value of the demised
premiscs as delcrrnincd in accordance with subparagniph (a)
of this panigr"PIi (2) shall. subject to sub-paragraph (d) of
this paraj*RIPh (2). bcc, jinc the annual rent payable I, y the
I. CSSee in lieu of the annual rent by the Lessee as aforesaid
wiih cffcct from Ihc rclcv"in rcni;Idjustmcni date
(c) All costs or the delcrmin"lion of the rental shall. unless
111c currcnt annual markct rcnr"I of the demised premises
dcrcmiincd under subp"highiph (") of this paragraph (2) is
cqual to or grcaicr than the rental iniiially specified by the
Lessor in terms of pangr;IPh (1) of this Appendix (in which
cvcnt all costs of Ihc dercmiin"lion of the rent shall be borne
by Ihc Lcsscc). bc I>urnc cqu"11y by the Lcssor and the Lessee.
(d) If the annual marker renial value of the demised premises
determined in accordance with the provisions of sub-
paingniph <:1) hereof is Ihe same as or is less than Ihe annual
rental pawl, Ie I, y the Lessee immediately prior to the relevant
rent adjustment dale; there shall he no change in the amount
of the annual rental payable by the lessee for the next period
of years stated in kern 6 oilhe Fourth Appendix hetero.

This clause is common to 1,011t ICascs; howcvcr, there
arc ccr, ain variarions in the particulars set out in the

,
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Fourth Appendix to each lease whiclil should record.
The televanr particulars arc as follows:
FirstLe@se

Tenri 6 years
Date of conunenccmcnt 15.87

I Date oftennination 30.493

PROFESSIONALLAWOFREALESTATE

Intrial annual tenra1 $55,640
Rent review period (clause I Second Appendix) 2 years

. SecondLe"se

Tcnn 5 years 8 months
Dare of commencement 19.87
Date of Leninnation 30,493
lullial annual rental $49,140
Rent review period (clause I Second Appendix) 19.87 -
30.4.89, 1.5.89 - 30.4.91, 1.5.91 - 30.4.93

Putsuanrto each lease the respondenr was entitled to
notify a new rental with effect from I May 1991. 'Fhis was
done. In each case the applicant declined to accept rhc
rent proposed by the respondent and therefore the pro-
CGdure prescribed by paragraph 2 of the Second
Appendix was invoked. That procedure requires rhc
appointment by each parry of a valuer, which valuers are
to dererminc jointly the current annual market rental
value of the dentsed prenuses. For present purposes, the
period for which the rent is to be itxed is the period from
I May 1991 to 30 April 1993. In the event that the valuers
tail to agree, the matter is to be referred for dercrminacion
to a third valuer appointcd by the President of rhc
Institute of Valuers <Quccnsland Division). All valuers arc
to act as experts and nor as arbitrators. The rent may riot.
in any case, be less than that prevailing in the PCriod
.minedjarely prior to the adjustment. The parties havc
appointed valuers putsuantto Datagr:, ph 2.

The parties Cand the valuers) differ as to the proper
approach to the task in hand. The difference concerns the
common practice of offering incentives to prospective
tenants of commercial premises. The tenant or some per
son associated with the tenant often receives a significant
benefit from the landlord in consideration of the tenant

entering into the lease. Put broadly, rhe respondent
asserts that in pertorrning the rent-itxing exercise contem-
plated by rhc leases in the present case. the valuers
ahould not have regard to rental transactions involving
itcentive payments. The applicant asserts that the proper

course is to have regard to all rental rransactions relating
to compareblc premises

At first blush, the dispute appears to depend upon the
acceptance orrejcction of the evidence of one or orhcr of
the valuers. Were this the exercise. I would riot under

rake ir. First. it would be inappropriate to do so because ir
would not resolve the matter in dispute herWCCn the par
tics. No valuation has yet been effected and therefore it
would be premarurc to interfere at this stage co corrcct an
apprehended error (as it is alleged). leaving to the valuers
'^c possibility of erring further before rhcy am VC at their

:cision. More significanrly. the partics have agreed that
Ile rent be fixed by the valucrs acting as such. In orhcr

words, the rent is to be determined by nominarcd third
parties. their duty being to itx the current annual marker
rental value in each case. Tile court will nor inICrvcnc in

such a proCCss
However, the appUc;I'LL urges char it sects construction

of the expressi9n 'current armual market rental value'. I
will limit my involvement in rhis matter to that question
orconstruction.

The nature of such a valuation exercisc appears from

-I

the decision of the High Court in. $'pang A , e
*"*v, ,.,...,..... ,

helpful exposition appears:

In the case of charrels it is often. though riot always. easy to
ascertain the value. In order that any ar. icle may have an
eXchange value. there must be prestip!>OSed a person willing
to give the article in eXchange for money and anorher willing
to give money in eXchange for the article. When there is a
large or considerable number of articles of the same kind
which are rhe subject of daily or frequen, sale and purchase.
the value of the articles is raken to be their current price.
Thus, in the .Sale of Good* Act, the measure of damages for
wrongful refusal co deliver goods is to be ascertained with
reference to ', he marker or current price of the goods'. The
foundation OILhis doctrine is that a inari damng to sell such
articles can readily find a purchaser at a price which is fairly
certain, and conversely Ihar a inari desidng to buy can find a
seller at about the same price. Burrhese considerations are
not necessarily equally applicable to land. There is. no doubr.
much land in many places Ihe value of which per acre is as
definitely fixed as the price of wheat or sugar but in the case *.
of a new port. in a new Scare, where the area of land is limit-
ed. and each piece differs in many of its characterisrics from
the rest. it is impossible to apply any such rule. Bearing in
mind that value implies the existence of a willing buyer as
well us of a willing seller. some modification or the rule mus,
be made in order to make it applicable to the case of a piece
or land which has a unique unlue. it may be that the land is fit
for many purposcs. and will in all probability be soon
required for some of, hem. but there may be no one actually
willing at the moment 10 buy it at any price. Srillir does nor
follow that the land has no value. In my judgment the test of
taiue of land is 10 be delennined. nor by inquidng what price
a inari desirlng to sell could actually have obtained for it on a
given day. ie. whether there was in fact on that day a willing
buyer. nut by inquiring 'what would a inari desiring to buy
the land have had to pay for it on that day EQ a vendor willing
to sell it for a fair price bur nor desirous to sell?' It is. no
doubt. very difficult 10 answer such a question, and any
answer must be to some extent conjectural. The necessary
mental process is to put yourself as far as possible in the POS
mori of persons conversant with the subjec, at Ihe relevant
time. and from that point or view to ascertain what, accord-
ing to the then current opinion of land values. a purchaser
would have had to offer for the land 10 induce such a willing
vendor to sellir, or. in orher words. 10 inquire at what point a
desirous purchaser and a riot unwilling vendor would come
together

q

Isaacsj (as he then was) said at page 441

To arrivc at the value of the land at that date. we have, as I
conceive. 10 suppose it sold then. riot by means of a forced
5:11e. hut I, y voluntary bargaining between ,he plainritf and a
purchaser. willing ICJ tradc. but neither of them so anxious to
do 15n Ih"I he would ,, VCrl, XIk any ortlin;Iry business consider
anion. VC must funhcr supj, use lull 10 be perfectly usquairi, -
cd with rhc land. and ct, gnisan, of all circumstances which
inigh, affect its value. ei, hcr advan"geously or prejudicially.
including its siruation. ch"rider, qL, ality. proximi, y co conve-
niences or inconveniences. its surrounding features. the then
present demand for land. and the likelihood. as then appear
ing 10 persons best cap, ble of foming an opinion. of a rise or
fall for what reason soevcr in the amount which one would
otherwise be willink 10 fix as rhe value of the pror>city
In me Queen v. Bro",", Corkbum Cj said: 'A jury. whether
the dispute be us to the vJlue oiland required to be taken by
the company. or as to the compensation for damages by sev-
cronce. in assessing Ihe amount to which the landowner is
entitled. have (siC) co consider the rel value of the land. and

I^^FF'Alum. ARPLA^^ ECb^!.^"'^';!""2^^',i, itj*- '-.'
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may take into account riot only the present purpose to which
the land is applied. but also any other beneficial purpose to
which in the course of events at no remote period it may be
applied, just as an owner might do if he were bargaining with
a purchaser in the market. That is the mode in which the land
would be valued. ' Having mentally placed itself in the POS-

theinon of the bargaining parties as on the critical dare
question for the tribunal is: What is the point at which the
parties would meet? What is the sum that one would lie will-
ing to give and the other ro take?

The present valuation exercise is being performed in
the context of a inid-team review rather than arthc begin-
ling of a terni. It might therefore be said that neither the
lessor nor the lessee Is in the classic position of the will-
ing, but not overly anxious, vendor or purchaser. Each is
bound to the terms of the leases. This point, putin a num-
bet of different ways, is really at the heart of Ihc respon-
dent's submissions. In effect, the submission is that
because the parries do not have the option of walking
atqit$, from each other, rentals negotiated between parries
whohad suchan option should riot be considered

To state the proposition in this way is really to identify
its fallacy. The parties have bound themselves, leaving
one term in each lease to be fixed by the third party val-
uers. They have agreed to pay and accept rent fixed in
accordance with the mandate given to those valuers. That
mandate is to fix the current annual market rental value of
the pre, wises. The maindat6 assumes the existence of mar-
kCr, and that ISPreclsclythe concept discussed by Ginfith
Q inst, @, cor (copra>. Although these parties may not'be
able to walk away from the transaction should there be
no agreement between them as to rent, they hdVt:
nonetheless'bound themselves to a rental fixed by refer
enCeto the market where parties can do so.

Notwithstanding Lhis initial impression. it is tippr(JPri-
ate that I address the arguments advanced on I>o1h sidcs
as to the appropriate construcrion of the ICrm "curtcnt
annual market rental value". I should also consider some
of the cases

In Edmt, "dBarto" Chambers (Leue144) Cooper"true
Ltdv. MutualLtfe and Cit, ^e"SASs"runce Co Ltd (1986)
6 NSWLR 322, the New South Wales Court of Appeal con-
sidered a reference to arbitration co fix the "current mar

ket rent" of certain premises. A case was stated for the
Court of Appeal by the arbitrator and Glass IA (Hope IA
concurring) was of the view rhat:

The dry question of law isolated by the stared case may lie
paraphrased as asking whether in determining the "current
market rent' of premises subject to a rent review clause the
rent review rentals of compareble premises constitute Tele-
vant evidence.

^ ,
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and to constitute the only material relevant co the current
market tenr. However, a lessor seeking to fill a new building
may be under a host of constraints which force the rentals it
will rake lielow current marker levels. Nevertheless these

constitute acceptable evidence 10 which adjustments will be
made in applying the CTi, erion oilhe rental which would be
agreed in a hypothetical letting responsive to pure market
forces. In principle. therefore. rent review rentals constitute
material relevant r, , Ihc dercmiination of current market rent

In the process of cvaluating such material, he distortions due
to nori-marker forccs will ncc, ,ssitatc coinc adjustment

,>S,

This is the converse of the situation with which I am

concerned. Herc it is submitted by the respondent that
only:tent review:rentals Of Coinj, atable premises coilsti-
f6te';E:Ia;ant at16^fin:'6'1'6f'the purpose of fixing the CUI:"
tent'annual marker rentals. Although B@rto"'(Sup, :, 71
establishes that such transacrions arc relevant for hat'putt

*,

pose, it is inherent in the judgment that other transac-
tions are also relevant. A similar approach was taken by
Ryan I in IBMA"str""" Ltd v. MEPCA"str"tic L, ^ited
(1991) I Qid, 201.

It is submitted for the respondent that a significant fea-
lure of Ihc case is that Ihe process by which the valuers
are to arrive at the appropriate rental is riot prescribed by
the lease but rather left at large. This is, in one sense, cor
rect in that no detailed procedure for valuation is pre-
scribed. Nonetheless the valuers have been directed to fix
the current annual marker rental value of the demised

premises for the relevant period. In this sense they have
been given a quite precise direction as to the way in
which the rcnt is 10 hc fixed. These proceedings are
dcsigncd to consrruc Ih;It direction

The respt)rident also submits, correctly, that where the
parties leave a term 10 he fixed by a third party in this
way, they must be Inkcn to have agrccd to accept the
determination reached in accordance with the mandate

10 the third party, regardless of whether it be right or
wrong. It is also submitted that the courts will riot intrude
into the method of valuation adopted by valuers so
appointed as third parties. As a statement of principle,
this is also correct. However, this docs riot lead to the
conclusion that declaratory relief should nor be given in
the present case. There is a clear dispute between the
parties as to the meaning of a key term in each lease
Therefore there is a prol>able justiciablc issue for deterim-
nation by the court. One would expect the valuers to
accept as correct any construction of the clause by the
court, but that is not 10 say that the court is interfering in
Ihc valuation process.

A further submission made on behalfofthe respondent
is that if transactions involving incentives are considered.
such rentals will require adjustment to reflect the value of
the incentives, lint no process of this kind is prescribed in
Ihc ICasc. It is submitted that it follows from this that it

was riot intended Iiy the parries that Innsacrions requir-
ing such discounting he used in the cxcrcisc. This implies
an unusual and unn:IrurJl restriction upon the valuation

prt, ccss clearly contemplarcd by the ICasc. !In any valu-
ation exercise, it is ncccs, ;ary to take into account the fact
rhat so-called "coinpanil, IC' transactions arc almost invan-
ably not precisely coinpaiablc. There is always a degree
of adjustment to tenccr variations in circumstances. This
same process is appropriate to colic with Ihc presence of
inducements in some leasing transactions. There is no
substance in this atgumcnt.

GlassJA continued

The authorities show that in determining the sale price
which would have been acceprable 10 the hypothetical VCn-
dor and purchaser as a pure register of marker forccs. it is
permissible to have regard 10 sales in which one or 11thcr
parry is influenced by non-market considerations providcd
allowance is made for that fact. ..'The test of the hypothc, ic"I
sale or letting is riot fully described as a process in which
each party is free to withdraw from the negotiations. 'I'he
hypothesis requires the assumption to lie made that allhougli
each is free 10 with dinw a bargain ncverrhcless results. 'rite
rentals struck between a lessor and an incoming tenant are
said by the apj>ellanr 10 give full expression to market forces
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I am also referred to the decision of the Full Court in

ReANZExec"to, s @"d Trustees Co Ltd<unrcporred OS
2/4/1991; Full Court, 8 November 1991> where Coopcrj
ori!Iiams J concurring) discussed the relative value of
such incentives to lessor and lessee, indicating that 'one

anation of the rental valuc of the premises. This is almost
mornatic. bur it is relevant only to the discounting exer-
cisc to which Ihavc referred above.

In conclusion, the view initially expressed above is cor
recr, namely that the parries have agreed that the new
rentalshould be the current annual market rental. Once it

is accepted that it is the market renral which is to be
fixed by the valuation process, ,he substance I, f the
respondent's argument disappears. it is the rent which
could be obtained in the marketplace for the premises
upon refine stintlar to those of these leases. assuming will-
ing but nor overly anxious potential landlord and tenant,

I off payments may not necessarily indicate a rateablc

PROFESSIONALLAWOFREALESTATE
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and assuming that such parries will reach evennialagrcc-
merit. In datemiining this value, it is obviously necessary
to look at other premises of similar quality and in similar
locations and the reams upon which they are available in
the marketplace. This inevitably involves a consideration
of any incentives, with appropriate adjustments.

As to the precise foam of the declaration, I would pro
pose as follows:

That 'the curren, annual market rental value of the dentscd
premises for the Telev"nr period' referred to in the said leases
means the marker rental able 10 be obtained for such prem-
ises in the marker piacc. on refms substantially similar to
those of the leases in qucsrion. the market including coin riot
exclusively) the market for prcmises riot currently occupied

I will receive further submissions as co the precise form
of the declaration and as to costs.

- I

*
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COURT DECISIONS
rite summ@71es appe@ring b, :fore the cowrt deer'sio?ISPz, b/z^bed 3'72 772e
Valuer & L@"dEconomist do notfo?vnp@rt of the judges' grid assessors'
decisio?zs grid are prot, z'ded only as a briefsz, minary of the reported
cases. Members are 2478ed 720tto rely o72 these summ"72'es/or a complete
synopsis, bartto read the7'24dgme?zts fitful!. \\!^. e. . I>;-ICl<. illsOA"

In the Matter of an Arbitration

and

IndrieMatteroftheEvidenceA, nendmentAct

0'10. 2) L980
and

in the Matter of MarkDavidDickinson

(FirstAppeMant)
and

maleMatterofWilMamMCLeodvUson

(SecondAppeUant)
and

in the Matter ofBrianEdwards

01tird Appellant)

.<

,

.. ~" .~~-.---~-.--..-.--."---

Between

The BoardofTrustees of the National Provident

FundandCentralTowerLimitedorlaintiffs)
and

MarkDavidDickinson, WilliamMCLeodWMson

andBrianViUiamEdwards(Defendants)

Cm the Court of Appeal of New Zealand, 24 September
1991, Cooke P, Gaultand MCKayJJ. >

of the premises. The umpire shall give his detenninarion and
the reasons therefore in writing.
The lessee is desimus oftendering before the umpire the

evidence of the rents agreed upon for certain other office
premises in Wellington said to be compareblc. Just as the
Trusr Bank Centre is a major omcc building in the city, so
is the IBM Centre, and a third building in much the same
category is the Majestic Centre. To that end the lessee
Vatpat bassued oursubpoenasfrom the High Court under
section 9 of the Arb^trado"Act 1908. They arc directed to
representatives of three lessees in the IBM Ccntrc and one

lessee in the Majestic Centre. The information sought by
the subpoenas is in essence details of the rental and collar-
eralagreements bearing on the rental in relation to each of
those lettings. Those lettings are subject to confidentiality
clauses between the parties, of which an example is
Exhibit A to the affidavit of Mr R. W. Byme, sworn on 22
September 1991:

In ,he/o1/02, ,ing dec, 'sio", the New Zealand Court of
Appe"I ruled th@t confident, tz!fly agreements between
landlords and lessees on coinp@ruble buildings could be
subpoe""ed ,o obtain eatde"ce orcomp"r@b!e rents. 773e
court/ownd that "it can fogrdb, be in the pubftc interest
that business rent"Lsshould be b@sed on I@Lse apprecf-
ado" of the mar^et':

a

771e New Zeal""d court dec, ision is not binding on the
A"str""""11, did, ,, j, , howeuer it is openfor the courts to
consider the decisions denuered in this, rise.

Cooke P= The Australian Mutual Provident Society as lessor
and Vatpar Nominees Limited as lessee are engaged in a
rent review relating to premises in the Trust Bank Centre
in Wellington. The valuers appointed on each side have dis-
agreed. The umpire has cml>arked on a hearing putsuantto
clauses in thc lease which provide that if the valuers arc
unable to agree, the currcnr market rent shall be deter
mined by the umpire, whose determination shall be final
and I, inding o121hc panics. The relevant clause continues:

CONFIDENT^

20.1 This Agreement is strictly confidential to the parries here
to and accordingly no parry will disclose or permit to be dig
closed any of the terms of this Agreemenr to any person riot
13eing a party to this Agreement with our firsr consulting and
agreeing with all orher parries as to the reinis of that disclosure
bur the following disclosures will nor be deemed to be a
breach of this clause

(a) disclosure made to professional advisors 1stt/ in relation to
advice or opinions required pursuanr to the ternrs and pro
visions of this Agreement forthe Lease; or

(b)disclosures of information which is public knowledge
ocher than as a result of unauthorised disclosures by the
parties

The umpire shall have due regard to any evidence submitted
by the valueni as to their assessment of the current market rent

Thc lessors of the other two buildings and the lessees in
those buildings whose represcntatives have been served
with the subpoenas have soughrto have the subpoenas set
aside on the ground that the confidentiality clauses should
prevail.

Two proceedings or sets of proceedings have very
recently come before Grcig J in the High Court. On 20
September 1991 he set aside the subpoena relating to the
Majestic Centre on the ground that in that case there is
material arising from a compromise of litigation which, in
his view, places it in a special category. That parr of Grcig
i's decision is riot in issue now before this court, although
we have been informed by Mr Camp, who appears for
Warpar - that is to say for the lessee in the pending review
- that despite the judge's decision, the Ernst and Young
material, as it is called, is in his understanding likely to be
made available. We are not called upon to consider Grcig
i's decision with regard to that material.

I co o
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As to the marerial relating to the IBM Centre, the judge
considered that it was nor entitled 10 protection and
refused to set aside the relevant subpoenas. From that parr
of his decision the three lessees concerned have appealed.

There is also now before us another proceeding. The
lessor of the IBM Centre is Ihc Board of Trustees of the

National Provident Fund. They and an associated company
commenced proceedings against the three lessees seeking
an injunction restraining disclosure undefsubpoena or orh-
eruisc of confidential derails of the leasing arrangements.
The judge granted an interim injuncrion untilfurrher order
of the Court of Appeal, but at the same time ordered that
rhe application be removed into this court to enable a dc-
cision as a question of law whether the intentn injunction
should be sustained. No procedural point has been taken
on cirhcr side. In torh proceedings or sets of proceedings
essentially the same questions arise:

As to the jurisdiction to set aside such subpoenas, tilere
can be no doubt that jurisdiction exists. It would certainly
exist at common law on the ground of abuse of process of
the courtifthar could be made out, and a possible airema-
tive source is section 35 of the Eat'dence Amendment Art
(No. 2) 1980. There is no need to determine whether

jurisdiction is available under both heads for the purposes
of the present case. The principles to be applied under
either head must be subsranrially the same in a case such as
this

Accepting then that there is jurisdiction. one goes on to
consider the contentions raised for the appellants and the
plaintiffs in support of the argument that the subpoenas
should be set aside. Mr Dunning first contended that the
subpoena procedure was riot available in the rent review
between the AMP Society and Vatpat because the lease
there includes a provision rhar in deremiining the current
market rent, the valuers or umpire shall be deemed to be
acting as experts and nor as arbitrators. It is to be rioted
that this provision must in any event be read subject to the
express requirement "the umpire shall have due regard to
any evidence submitted by the valuers as to their assess
merit. . .' but, subject to that qualification, the clause
appears to me to be designed co ensure that the umpire
may act on his own expert knowledge if he sees fir and is
riot in all circumstances bound to hear evidence. Such a

situation is not uncommon and sometimes arises even by
implication: sec, for examplc, Mediterranean gridEasten,
E:*;por, Co Ltd v. Fortress Fabrics orcnchester) Ltd 119481
2NIER 186.

The argumcnr of Mr Dunning is that the effect of the
clause is that the Arbitr"tio" Act 1908 in general (as I
understand 10, and section 9 in particular, do not apply to
the rent review. That argument must fail, bearing in mind
that in the New Zealand legislation "submission" is defined
as including a written agreement under which any ques-
lion or matter is to be decided by one or more persons to
be appointed by the conrracting parries or I>y some person
named in the agreement; while "an, I'mrot' includes referee
and valuer. Those definitions appear in section 2 of the
1908 Act. Some discussion of their history and significance
will be found in Hurt, v. Wits0, ,11978j 2 NZLR 261. 274

Here the umpire is conducting a hearing with the assis-
tancc of counsel. It is apparent that the parries wish to call
evidence. There is a very large sum at stake. It is obviously
highly desirable there be an OPPortuniry of calling cvi-
dencc and cross-examination: that is evidently what the
umpire intends. Scction 9 should be and, in my opinion, is
available for such a case.

~.~- .~"...~".~-.....,~.~~, -
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The more important point raised I, y Mr Dunning con-
ccrns confidentialiry. As to that, again it may be accepted
readily enough Ihatifthis were a case in which on balance
the public mrerest required confidentiality to be preserved,
the court would have jurisdiction to set these subpoenas
aside on that ground. The categories of confidentiality to
be pro^Ctcd by ithc law arc not closed, as pointed out by
TurnerJ in Bellv. Un, ue, s, 'ty of Hamk!""d [1969] NZLR
1029, 1035-37

Morc recent illustrJtions in England of the recognition of
the principle and its limits are Sc, 'ence Research Cow"c, I v.
N"sse 119801 AC 1028, especially at 1067 per Lord
Wilberforce; Campbel!v. 74mestde Metropo!zt@" Borough
Councili1982i QB 1065, where there are helpful explan-
ations by Load Denning MR and ACkncr Lj; and 8,024, " v.
M@ithe", s t1990j 2 AllER 155.

I am disposed to agree with the view expressed by
Ralph Gibson LJ in the latter case at 164 rhar the kind of
claim to confidentiality made in this field need not be
approached under the head of public interest immunity. It
is tarhcr a situation in which, if the claim is to be sustained,
it is to lie based on the private commercial interests of
those objecting to the subpoenas. The interests here are
primarily those of the National Provident Fund as lessor,
but the three lessees supportrheir lessor, not wishing to be
in lireach of their o131igations of confidentiality.

It may be accepted then that, ifthe grounds for holding
that the private interest in confidentiality should lie pro
ECCtcd are sufficiently strong, the claim should be up held
It is a balancing exercise, although as Lord Wilbcrforcc put
it in the ScienceRese@7th Cow"d!case:

~.~~,~~--~...~~--

,I

This is a more complex process than merely using the scales:it
is an exercise in judicialjudgmenr

Mr Camp has argued that there is a heary onus on those
claiming confidentiality 10 make out their claim. I prefer to
approach the matter on the footing that the court must, in
the way indicated by Lord Wilberforce, weigh the coinpet-
ing considerations and, ifin 11Tc end sarisfied that the inter
CSt ought to I>e pro^Cted, up hold it

Approaching the marter in that way, I have no doul>t
that Greig J was right to refuse to set aside these subpoe-
rias. It is understandable that an organisation such as the
National Provident Fund with very large funds under its
care should be anxious to maintain rental levels in its build-
ing as high as reasonably possible. Any commercial lessor is
likely to have the same approach. Perhaps in these times of
economic stringency it is riot surprising that confidentiality
clauses halve begun to appear in commercial leases of this
kind. Bur, for very many years, leases of commercial
premises in New Zealand cities have to a large extent been
fixed by rent review procedures. They arc a major or at
least a significant element in the New Zealand economy
Generally speaking, the leases authorising or requiring
such procedures speak of market rents or use some similar
formula sucli as fair rent. In Mod{ch R. C v. M@honey C. A.
12/90 (judgment 24 June 1991) this court stresscd the
importance of tile ability of valuers or umpires to be an IC
to refer to genuine market rents: that is to say. rents freely
arrived at in negotiation I>CCWccn the parries, 13y contra. SL
wirh 1110sc arrivcd at in the captive circumstances of rent
fixations

Such gcnuine market rentals arc nor always easy to dis-
cover, and when discovered they may 13c of great impor-
lance in assisting an umpire in carrying out his difficult task

*..-..,..*.*. , . , ~,~.*.*..^,,","e, ~,~**~^.
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. titasscssmcnr. It is a fair intercncc in the present cases char may lie said that some additional material might become
thc rents agreed for the IBM centre may well be of true sig available if more time were allowed, the principal con-
niticance for thc umpire concerned with the Trust Bank tentions are clear and the matter can be dercmiined now.
Ccnrrc. Orcoursc one infers as much without any detailed As outlined in rhc President's judgment, the lessee of
knowledge of the situation and without in any respect space in the Trust Bank Centre, h
seeking to fetter him, bur it is desin. ble that he should be lease, seeks from lessees in th IBM C
able to get at the truth as to these allegedIy coinpantble said ro be coin arable rental s
renrals. Plainly details will be required such as the terms of rentals in their respective leases together with any collater-
collateral conrr, ICts offering side benefits and the like. al agreed details pertaining to renr. In each of the leases

The contention for the I^$so. ;of the IBM Centre really there is an obligation of confidence jin OSed
docs not withstand analysis. ^!;4;itect'if'is*^11^tt6ji^!^^;:by:$11^ * lessee which the appellants perceive would be breached if
interestsdflESsbts, 'toplevelittrueiii'*Inerteh'tS'it6th'Being't they wereforcedtod'sclo h 'of a' '-they were forced to disclose the into rination sought in cvi-
ascertained. But'in the cunttit economic climate iris plain- dence given under subpocna.
I^"*n' the, ,public. .interest. that*fair levels' 6f, tent' be Even though the rentreviewupon which the evidence is
arrived at in our main cities;,'One has only to consider the required is being undertaken by an umpire in terms of a

,apparentlyextensivemilletateas ninewly^t:onstrucred submission in a lease in which he is said to be acting as an
13uilding5'to'^tinted^re*'that'flitted11stICdliy high'levels'at^ expert, I am satisfied that there is no basis for setting aside
:^!,.... ,,*. 912.9, . ..;;., . !.,..,...:-' . 119. .$yinpqt. ' ' .,, as. I have gaid, rhe subpoenas on the ground Ihar they arc riot properly

issued putsuant to section 9 of the Arbitration Act 1908.
but, in my. qpinion, .. the'Overriding public interest is in as It is clear that the umpire with the assistance of counsel
fair a fixation of market rents as possible. Tile upholding of is to hear cvidence and make a determination which will
thesubpoenaswillbcconducivctorhat. be imposeduonrhe attics' th

It remains to mention that Mr Dunning in his reply mittcd to him. Clearly he is actin u o I
placed some reliance on section 21 of the New Zealand defined in the Arbitration Act 1908 h' h '
Bill ofR4ghts Act 1990, wherein there is confirmation of is defined more litoadly than in at least some overseas
the right to be secure against unreasonable search and
seizure. Since, for the reasons already given, the issue of Accepting that in appropriate circumstances there is
the subpoenas cannotin my view be described as un- jurisdiction to set aside a subpoena even where properly
reasonable, that takes the argument for the lessor and the issued, I agree that this is riot an appropriate case where
others no further: nor is any further discussion necessary that course should be followed.
in this case of the scope of the New Zealand BillofRights. Whether or riot protection of confidential information

Wirh regard ro the mechanics of compliance with rhe will provide a sufficient ground to allow evidence to be
SUI>Docnas. MrCamp has made it clearthar, so faras can lie withiield winde end u on rh
foreseenatprcsent, production of theftilldocumcnrsis ticularcasc. Althou hwchavel> f d '-
unnecessary andasummaryshccrcontainingallmatcrial siondirectlyinpoinrthc rinc'I d'.
information should be enough. That kind of question can the submissions we have hea d f
be ruled upon by the umpire should any difficulty arise. sary to balance the advantage of maintaining confidentiality

Mr Qinp also indicated that one particular matter, as to againstthe competing advantage of openness where a pub
which we permitted Mr Dunning to address us in con- Iic interest is to be served. Thar balance is referred to in a
dinons of some secrecy, docs riot appear to have sufficient number of authorities and in particular Campbe!! v.

Tames, 'de Metropo!, t@?z Borough 119821 2 All ER 791 in
whichAcknerq said co 796):

The fact that information has lieen communicated I>y one per
son to another in confidence is nor, of itself, a sufficient
ground for protection from disclosure in a court of law either
of the nature of the information or the identity of the infor-
inarir if either of these matters would assist the court to ascer-
Lain facts which are relevant on which it is adjudicating . . .
The private promise of confidentiality must yield to the general
pul, Iic interest, that in the administration of justice truth will
our, unless by reason of the cliaracter of the information . .. a
more Impor, anr public interest is served by protecting the
information. ..

The proper approach where there is a question of public inter
est Immunity is weighing, on I>alance. of the two public inter
ests, that of the nation or Ihe I>ublic service in noridisclosure
and that of jusrice in the producrion of the documents

Helpful guidance as to relevant principles also is avail-
able from D v. rite NationalsocieO, for the Preuentfo" of
Cruelty to Children 119781 AC 171, 233, and Morgan v.
Mo, gait [1977] 2 All ER 515, 518.

There must be good reason to exclude or limit relevant
evidence in any proceeding. Here Mr Dunning has
advanced two principal reasons. They arc first that the
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relevance to the rents to inakc it necessary for him to ask
for infonnation about it to be supplied

For those reasons I would dismiss the appeals. As to the
interim injunction, the same reasons lead to the conclusion
that it cannot lie sustained. The court I>eing unanimous,
the appeals arc dismissed and the interim injunction dis-
charged. Warpat Nominees Limited will have costs in the
sum of$1,500 co cover the nearings in noth courts

GaultJeI agree wirh the judgment that has just liecn deny
crcd and will, Idd only 13ncfrcmarks of my own

After hearing applications urgenrly last Friday and yestcr-
day, MrJusticc Grcig refused to set aside certain subpoenas
except for one which ITc regarded as a special case, grant
cd an interlocutory injunction rcsrn, ining representatives
of three of the lessees of the IBM (:cntrc from disclosing
under compulsion of the subpoenas or otherwise confiden-
Iial details of leasing armngcmcnrs with the landlord and
removing inro this court for a decision as a question of law
whether that injunction should lie sustaincd

While it is an urgent apj>cal in the context of an inter
IOCutory application I am satisfied that it is nor appropriate
to deal with it on the conventional balance of convenience
considerarion. If the injunction is discharged and the sub
pocnas arc nor sct asidc the decision effective Iy will be
dercrrninativc of rhc SUIisrancc of the dispute and, while it

countries.

,.~, - -.
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infottnation is a martcr of confidence I, ctween the parties
to the lease in which it is embodied and being perceived
b those parries as confidential should be respected as
such, and secondly that because that confidentiality is rhe
sub'cct orcontractualobligations the court should so far as
is possible support and enforce those objigarions.

The courts will in appropriate cases protect corndential-
icy in commercial contexts and frequently do so. Weighed
a amSE that, however, is thc established approach to the
fixing and reviewing of commercial rentals by reference to
compareblc marker rents. We emphasised the importance
of establishing true comparisons in Modich R. C. Limited v.
Maho"ey, 04 12/90, judgment 24 June 1991. That will be
facilitated by access to relevant infonnation. There is a pub
Iic interest in an open market unless special circumstances
exist. In my view iris importantto get to the truth of coin-

arable rentals where availal, Ie so that proper rent levels
are fixed.

from disclosure MrSo far as concerns dertimcnt
Dunning was able to refer 10 no more than whatappearsto
be the short-team disadvantage for the landlord in the IBM

Gritre seeking to let unleased space in that building. He
acknowledged, however, that in the longer term his client
itselfno doubtwillbe seeking to establish new rents by ref-
crence to coinparable marker rentals and that, on my
assessment, reflects the importance of an open market in
the longer tenn.

Accordingly, I have not been satisfied on the atgumcnt
resented that there is, or is likely to be, oppressiveness in

the disclosure of the infonnation sought in the proceedings
before the umpire that justifies setting us Idc the subpoenas
orotherwisesupprcssingthecvidence .

One particular matter was mentioned by Mr Dunning. I
am nor saristied that that goes directly to market value in
an event but if it were shown that it did I would be
inclined to protectit. However, Mr Camp indicated that he
will be satisfied with less in the context of the rent review

roceedings. He seeks simply details of the matters pertain-
ing to the rental of the premises concerned. He will not
insist upon production of the lease documents. Should
there be any difficulty in that respect I have no doubt that
an application to the umpire and the cooperation of coun-
civilllead to it being overcome readily.

Accordingly, for these reasons, and those given I>y .the
President, I would discharge the interim injunction and dis-
miss the appeal.

MCKayJ=I agree with tlic judgments which have justl, ccn
delivered by the President and by GaultJ.

The subpoenas in question were obtained under section
9 of the Arb, tr",, 0, a Act 1908. Their issue was challenged
on the ground char thc rent review was riot an arbitration.
The review hcaring is being conducted pursuant to a
clause under which Ihc valucrs or umpire are deemed to
I>c acting as experts and not as arbitrators. The effect of
that provision is to permit the valuers and the umpire to
reach their respective decisions as expert valuers without
the necessity for foamal hearing. In this case. however, it is
clcarthat a fonnalhearing is in progress before the umpire,
the valuers having been unable to agree. VC were told that
counselis appearing and cvidcnce is being called. I have
no doul>r, therefore, that the proceeding is an arl>itration
and subpoenas are availablc under the Act. Asthc President
has pointed out, that would be the result in any event
under the New Zealand legislarion, bccause of the dcfi-
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nitions in the Arb, tr"tio" Act 1908. Tile term "at11itfiitor'
includes 51 valuer, and rite term "submission' has an extend-
cd meaning.

The court has an inherent jurisdiction to set aside a SUI>
ocna and will normally do this whetc it can bc shown

that the issue of the subpoena is oppressive. That can lie
done under the gencraljurisdiction to avoid an abuse of
process, as the President has pointed out.

Reference was made in atgumcntto section 35 of the
EUide"ce Amendment Act(No. 2) 1980. It is nor clear
whether that section applies co situations such as the pres-
Grit. The section appears to be more o1>viously directed to
information received 13y one person from another in confi-
dencc. Here what is in issue is the detail of contractual
arrangements made between parries who have mutually
agreed to maintain confidencc as to rhosc arrangements. If
the section docs apply then rhc matters whicli it sets out as
relevant to the exercise of the court's discretion appcar to
me to be the same matters as would 13c considered under
the inherent jurisdiction. The section requires the court to
consider whether or nor the pul>Iic interest in having the
evidence disclosed is outweiglicd in the particular case I>y
the ublic interest in the preservation of the confidence.
The court is to have regard to the likely significance of the
evidence to the resolution of the issues to be decided in
the proceeding, to the nature of the confidence, to the srie-
cial relationship between the parries to it and to the likely
effect of the disclosure of the confidence

I do riot think anything rums on whether the matter Is
dealt with under the section or under the inherentjurisdic-
Lion. As to Ihc relevant prtnciplcs under that jurisdiction,
Mr Camp, for Warpat Nominees, referred us to the judg-
merit of ACkner LJ in Campbellv. Tameside Metropol, tan
Borough 119821 2 All ER 791. The relevant passage has
been included in the judgment of GaultJ.

There cannot, in my view, be any doubttharthe material
WITich is the sunjecr of the SUI>poenas is of considerable
importance and is material to the issues in the rent review
proceedings. The issue in those proceedings is the fixing of
rental for space in a central city I>unding at the top portion
of the market. The evidence sought to lie disclosed I, y the
issue of the SUI, poenas relates to rentals of space in another
such building. There are possibly as few as three I>uildings
in Welling, on at Ihar top level of the market which arc
truly coinpaniblc.

The rent review is undcr a clause which is apparently
rhe standard DOMA clause in general use in Wellington
Such rentrevicw proceedings are commonplace, and have
been for many years. Their effectiveness depends very
much on the availability of accur:Ite marketinforrnation rel-
cvanr to the particular premises, including details of side
agreements providing for rental holidays and the like with-
our which the actual lease may give a false picture. The sys-
tern of rent reviews I>ased on assessment of market rentals
has existed in this counrry for prol>ajily more than 100
years, and Inc system inevitably depends on the availa1>11iry
of"ccurare markctinformation which can be then analyscd
and assessed I>y valuers. We were told from the bar that the
information souglir I, y the SUI, pocnas from the appellants.
relating us it docs to another lease in a comparehle I>uild-
ing, relates 10 a ICasc which almost certainly has similar
rent review provisions contained in it

Given that situation, there would need to be very strong
reasons before onc would be inclined to say that Ihc public
interest in the disclosure of that information, so that the
proceedings can jin>cccd on reliable evidence. would be
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outwcighcd I>y the need for confidentiality putsuanr to Ihc
agreemenr.

A numl, cr of martcrs were urged I>y Mr Dunning in sun
port of the setting aside of the subpoenas. He submitred
that because the umpire was an cxperr and not bound by
Ihc rillcs of evidence, hc could take into account hearsay
and other indirect evidence and was, therefore, riot depen-
dent on the availal>nity of the infomiation sought. The fact
that he may have access to inherently unreliable evidence
in a matter of this kind docs not appear to inc to be any
answer. Then it was submitrcd that the law will protect
confidential informarion, and will protect contracts and
enforce conrnicts freely made. That is true. However. the
protection which the law will give to valid interests in con-
tidenrialiry must yield where appropriate to the necessity
for evidence to be available in proCCedings whether in
court or before other tribunals. It was further submitted

that Warpat Nominee's interest in obtaining the infor,
mation arose from its own commercial interests. That is

probably true of all commercial litigation where one party
seeks to subpoena witnesses. I do nor regard that as a valid
consideration

It was urged on us that thc National Provident Fund is
tile main beneficiary of the on jigarions of coltidence in the
lease agreements of which disclosure is soul;lit. It was sub
mitted that the National Provident Fund will be likely to
suffer economic loss if there is disclosure of the confiden-

tialinfonnation. It represents a subsranrial portion of the
pul, Iic interest, it was said, as it manages 17 separate super
annuation schemes with a total of 120,000 meinners. The
only prejudice to the National Provident Fund, however, is
that the disclosure of the information may lead to a true
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appreciation of the true rental market and therefore may
lead to lower rentals I>cing ohmincd I>y it in other rent
reviews in the future

Probably because of the recent downturn in the market
and the desire of landlords to maximisc tenrs, coltidcntial-
icy clauses have become popular in recent years. The prop
Gay market seemed to manage quite well withoutrhcm up
untilthc recent downturn. landlords arc riot necessarily to
be I>lained for seeking to ensure that conditions are coin-
dentialif they perceive that they may thereby be able to
obtain better rents. Likewise, lessees are riot to be criti-
ciscd for endeavouring to achieve lower rents. It can hardly
be said, however. 10 be in the public interest that business
rentals should be based on a false appreciation of the mar
ker. There can be no injustice to either lessor or lessee in
having reviewed rentals I, ascd on correct infonnarion as to
true marker levels

None of the reasons advanced carries any weight, to me,
againstrhe important consideration rhat proceedings of the
kind envisaged in a rent review should be able to proceed
with accurate intoomanon as to marker levels

Mr Dunning also invoked section 21 of the New Zealand
BillqfRights Act which gives every person the rightro be
secure against unreasonablc search or seizure. That right
applies, but is not limited, to persons, property or corres-
pondence. I do nor think there is anyrhing unreasonable in
information being required to be made available as evi-
dence to the court or to a tribunal to ensure that justice
can be done as bccween the parries to those proceedings

For these reasons, and those that have been traversed in
the other judgments, I, too, would dismiss the appeal
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